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Some farmers are inclined to spread
18~1 to *·
jaci «<· ■**-*w
oat too much. Ia other words, they try
to work too many acres and do not do
» ί».
V f. àV
thorough enough work. It would be
much better to put the labor on fewer
\vx>mey al Law,
acres and grow more per acre.
From
MAINE.
ν
\Y,
different
causes the tendency in the fuCollections a Specialty.
H
ture ia to be for smaller farniQ instead of
overly large ones. Then the owner will
A VAUK.
strive to grow as much as he can on a
■mall farm, and this ia the most satistorneys at Law.
factory method of farming. This sysMAINS.
tem requires rich soil and thorough till*U«y C.Park.
Wrrtc*.
Li
age, conditions that every farmer should
aim for. Could the late Mr. Clark of
Connecticut, think you, have grown his
seven tons and more of hay to tbeacre
in any other way? Another example of
Dentist.
intensive farming is carried on by ProfessNORWAY, ME.
it
ILM.-K,
Hi
or J. W. Sanborn, up in New Hampshire.
Sltf j
U13—1 to 3.
i>a. «
A few years ago I bad the pleasure of
visiting Mr. Clark, when he took me
over his grass fields in bis buggy, ehowiag the immense piles of stones that had
been removed from his fields to make
Me.
in
St.,
Norway,
14
them as near like a garden as possible.
To begin with, the laud was very rough,
rocky and barren, making it an expensive job to tit it for the purpose desired
by the owner; but it was finally accomplished and the amount of bay annually
..

Wm. C. LeaVitt Co.,

Stoves,

Hardware,
and Ranges.

cut

was

really astonishing, creating

a

sensation in agricultural circles. How
was it done? Simply by thoroughly fitLead
j ting the soil and applying plenty of
A : Κ
Pipe
»
fertilizing matter, after sowing a liberal
and Iron.
amount of seed.
1.14-11.
It always gives me pleasure to see a
Τ*:*ρ(>ο*>·
heavy crop growing, let it be on my farm
or oo that of somebody else; but it is
J. WALDO
needless for me to say that the greatest
satisfaction is realized when the crop is
This
i;rown through efforts of my own.
I am a firm believer in
is but natural.
proper fertilization and most thorough
:
.a y.reêt, rear Maaonio Block,
culture. These principles I endeavor to
out in my own farm operations,
NORWAY. carry
"· Ocnnection.
Tele
and I believe that my crops and the
gradual improvement of the farm seem
to sbow that I am on the right track.
In carrying out the practice of inten
sive culture, after good plowing comes
thorough harrowing aud cultivation.
On the majority of farms these two imJeweler and Graduate Optician.
plements are not used nearly as much as
they should be. I find it pays to use the
cultivator often aud continue its use until quite late in the season, but run it
shallow. In this vicinity the last two or
three years we have had very dry seasons, but by keeping the cultivator going I have grown good crops, while those
farmers who neglected this had poor
crops—crops, in fact, which in many
MAINE.
for the little work
cases would not pay
they put in on them.
One man says, "I will not cultivate as
"
Now,
long as it is as dry as it is now
this is just the thing that we should do.
with
tine
teeth, to
Cultivate shallow,
conserve the little moisture that there is
The last time through my
m the soil.
corn with the cultivator the last season
il qaicWIf artorb«d.
the corn stood taller than the horse. In6,<ii Re it at Once.
deed, at a little distance it would not be
Itc
s. soothes,
known that cultivating was being done.
J protects
L·-*.·
—F H. Dow, Corning, Ν. Y.
u·. .1
mem.
•Jw
•.λfrom
siting
Cterrii and drives
A New Found Hope.
i*i~ a C< 'Id in the
Writers and thinkers who observe |
3m1 qui ily. Ke- |
with a logical mind are learning a lesson
«ors*
κ Stases of I
from the results of the National Coro
Τλ*>
l Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drug- |
>bow, a lessou of the possibilities of thel
ft:» ■: bv mail. Iu liquid form, 75 i-ents. soil in New England where we have
«
or*.
new
oo
arreu
oiraei,
uer»,
i-j
been for years upon years having ira
pressed upon our minds the supposed fact
that the soil was sterile, unfertile—the!
extreme opposite of a rich soil.
Wbeu our forefathers discovered these
New England valleys and hillsides, the I
fertility of the soil was the one thing
above all others which decided ihem in
the raakiog of their homes, and although
many of them in the restlessness of
their spirit went still farther into the
then wilderness, it was not, as a rule,
the lack of fertility of the soil io the
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New England home farm which moved
them. It was the pioneer spirit, the
same spirit which snimated their AngloSaxon, Norman, Danish, ancestors in
their restless progress from east to west.
It was the same spirit of a desire for
more perfect moral, religious and political conditions.
It may seem strange that the descendants of the tillers of the fertile delds of
dd England should not have recognized
the approaching exhaustion of the fertile tields of the uew Eugland under
their exhaustive methods of cultivation,
in the light of the knowledge of the
splendid fertility of those same tields
when tirst discovered, but it must be
remembered that the spirit of logical
I
study, reeearch and investigation for the
is
purpose of improvement in conditions
still young in the human race. For cencnries upon centuries the normal condition of man was apparently war and
on the one hand, and extreme

conquest
servitude

the other. It was only
people commenced to have
in affairs, some power in
£»<■: b'i iy to save their RAGS, RUBthat there began to be any
government,
Mail
BER." AND METALS for me.
real improvement in mechanics, science,
last of all, in agriculture.
ordr
lomptly attended to. I also buy industry, and,
To the thoughtful, it would seem that
Pou
NORMAN N. KLAIN,
late
this is a
day for us to arrive at a
Bo* SIT, Norway, Maine.
32-lyr
knowledge of the possibilities of our
New Engiand soil, but it nevertheless is
a fact that except for the faith and prot. W. t HANDLER,
phetic insight of a comparatively few,
we have not, up to almost the present
day, had any adequate idea of the possibilities of our own soil, but have been
to
locking with longing eyes perhaps
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or
some of the distant fields of the west
south.
That New England, not to say Maine,
could win the sweepstakes for Hint corn
at a National Corn Show, was undoubtedly as much of a surprise to New England herself, with the exception, perit was
haps, of the few men of faith, as
to the people of the rest of the country,
especially those who have for many years
considered themselves the corn growers
of the world. There are possibilities
for agriculture in New England which a
begreat many New Englanders are jnst
doubt
ginning to dream of. No one can
the possibilities of the fertile plains of
the west and south, and the west and
south should not begrudge us our new
found hope in the possibilities of oar
own New
Englaud hillside and valley
tields.—Maine Parmer.
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C. K. Barnes of tbe Minnesota ExperiStation has well said that tbe
economies it will effect on even a moderate-sized farmstead will amount to a
good deal more each year than the interest on an investment of $500; and
only rarely would the outlay for Its installation amount to so large a sum as
that. Forest Henry, in a recent article,
figures that—a well being already available—the cost may be kept within 9*200;
which includes a $100 windmill; 100 feet
of 1 1-4 inch pipe, connecting wtih house
and barn, and cost of laying same below
the frost-line; the building of a cistern;
:i small stock-tank; float valves and sundries. The interest on $200 at β per
cent is only $12 a year. It is safe to say
that any
farmer, with an ordinary
"bunch" of cattle, loses several times
chat amount, in butter or beef product
alone, from tbe limitation of the amount
•f water which is inevitable where much
I ibor is involved in watering the animals. All this without taking account
»f tbe gain which comes from slightly
warming the water given the cattle—
iomething very easily done by setting a
soil of the supply pipe iuside a small
itove—or of the conveniences, the improved healthfulness, and the saving of
labor in tbe house, which accompany tbe
introduction of running water.
ment

The New Agriculture.
Did you ever stop to think that our
farms are what we make them; that as
our plans and study are, so are our
farms? Are we in a rut, and farming as
father used to farm; or are we modern
farmers; adapting our crops to conditions
i»f soil, market and labor?
Too many farmers of to-day are in
that rut, that track trod by the feet of
their father and his father; worn so deep
»nd narrow that they can no longer eee
the work of their neighbor. Tbe travel-

of the rut have lost interest in their
work.* Farming doesn't pay? As they
reach each succeeding milestone, the
«ame dull gray outlook, tbe same dusty
brown path, tbe same rough stones unis this:
Their argument
der foot.
(Grandfather made money on this farm;
why not 1?
Times have changed since tbe time of
grandfather. Then be wore clothing
made in his own home, from tbe fleeces
of sheep sheared upon his owu farm.
His dairy and poultry products more
than supplied his simple wants at the
Tbe greater part of his
corner grocery.
work was hand labor, with little expense
for toole and repairs. His hired man
wa-* munificently paid at $10 or $12 per
month. His boys were uumeroua and
ers

lusty.
Now, with the scarcity of labor, and
double or treble tbe wage, expensive machinery must be purchased and kept io
repair. There is more liberty in the
home; therefore, more expense for
clothing, entertainment and living.
Many things formerly produced upon

"It is an outrage," sputtered Amy,
Hinging the defunct chicken far from
"That cat must be killed
her sight

once!"
"Did you send Mrs. Beemer a bill
for the chickens?" asked Louise, Intent
un her needlework.
Amy nodded. "Sent it Monday."·
"Heard from her today?"
at

"Ye-ee."
"Did she say she was a soldier's
widow und that the gray cat was her
only solace?" Louise smiled mischiev-

ously.

"Word for word.
Laugh, If you
must, young woman," went on Amy
gloomily, "but remember, please, that
I am not a talented female artist who
can eurn the price of a gown with η
1 am a mere,
few daubs of paint.
commonplace plodder, and 1 haven't
α talent in the world save for poultry
raising, and now I begin to doubt my
ubillty to succeed at that."
"I'll see Mrs. Beemer myself," announced Louise, arising and folding
her work with an air of decision. "She
must either pay you $30 and promise
Immunity from further unnoyance
from the cat or she must kill the

beast."

"She won't do either." mourned Amy
from the piazza as Louise passed out
of the gate and crossed the street to
the ubode of the Widow Beemer.
Louise Wallace found the Widow
Beemer seated on the back stoop In
the act of placing a saucer of milk
before the huge gray cat. Ephralm.

"Evening.

remarked the
"It's some warmer

Louey,"

widow amiably.

today."

"It Is." agreed Louise coldly.
Beemer. that cat has got to go."

"Mrs.

"You mean Ephralm?" quavered the
widow.
"Of course."
"I'm a soldier's widow"— began
Ann Beemer in the melancholy tone
she reserved for that oft repeated
statement, but Louise lifted a slim

finger wamlngly.

"And Ephralm is your only solace,"
added the girl dryly. "We know all
that, Mrs. Beemer. and we are very
sorry, but you must see that we can't
continue to lose chickens at this rate.

Ephralm seems to
It's preposterous.
kill Just for the mere pleasure of the
He's a cold blooded old murdeed.
derer."

pale gray Ephralm turned a
light yellow eye in her direction, and
α faint sneer lifted his black lip. Then
The

hie red velvet tongue dftrted In and
out of the milk, and his eyes were
hidden.
"Very well,"
Ann Beemer sighed.
"I'll have to
she sniffed tearfully.
give him up. I guesa. He's the only
But you can
comfort I've got now.
take him away and kill him,

tbe farm must now be purchased at the
department store.
Ια a word: As conditions in otber
occupations change, as standards of living, styles of dress change, so must the
modern farmer change his method of Just
farming. He must adapt himself to Louey. I'll kiss him goodby If you
market and labor conditions about him. don't mind."
If he lives in the shade of a sommer
"If you will put the cat in a bag.
resort which demands lettuce and green
Mrs. Beemer, I'll And somebody to disand
lettuce
green
peas, he must raise
of him." Interposed Louise lmpeas. If he bas a market for dairy pose
cows
and
^ai4vukV
should
be
keep
products,
With a bard little glitter In her black
should know those cows—Brindle and
Ebony, Speckle and Beas—know the eyes. Ann Beeuier brought a covered
number of pounds of milk or buttter fat, basket and thrust the scratching, spitand the cost of their feed, then compute
ting Ephraim within. She tied the
the profit or loss.
cover securely and gave the basket
item
no
escape you
Keep books; let
bands. Then she threw
Be honest in grading and packing all into Louise's
of
the
farm, advertise your her checked apron over her head and
products
uaiue, your products, your towu, your rocked mournfully to and fro.
You toilers in the rut are like a
state.
Louise paused at the gat^ and, lookbrook flowing between high bank* of
backward, felt a pang of pity for
ing
browu earth and stone. The soil is dry the old woman. Then she thought of
And arid; trees are scrubby; grasses are
the mournful Amy across the street
short and coarse. Spread out, study
and Ephrnlm's bad reputation in the
your work, plan your crops, read and obthe
be
like
community as a chicken slayer and
will
farm
and
serve
your
brook when it spreads out on the meadpassed through the gate.
"I'll run around to Latimer's and see
ow.
There, grasses grow in profusion,
and If one of the boys won't chloroform the
many hued wild flowers abuuod,
widespread forest trees dot the moist cat. Amy will be relieved, indeed,
.tnd rich meadow land.—Clarence R. Le· when I return and tell her that Ephland in Uaine Parmer.
raim lias gone to join his forefathers."
It was no light task to carry the
Plowing Under Green Manure.
shaking basket within which the big
Mr. A. T. Thomas gives some excel- gray cat fought tlgerlshly for escape.
lent suggestions about plowing under Her hands were quite sore when she
green manures. I agree with Mr. Thom- reachcd the Latimer place and found
as that many times succeeding crops are
herself in the midst of a curious group
injured by plowing vegetable matter of
boys and girls at the back door.
too
and
turning up
under too deeply
Latimer came out and joined
Mrs.
the
On
of
subsoil.
clay
large quantities
gravelly and loamy soila, good results them.
"I want somebody to chloroform a
usually follow the plowing under of
clover, rye and buckwheat, but on clay cat," said Louise. "It's Ephraim, you
soils the results are frequently disap- know; he's been killing off our broilpointing, especially when deep plowing ers. I thought one of the boys might

It is no idle fancy, nor yet a feat of
imagination, that brings us to the belief
that New England leads the nation and
undoubtedly the world in the average
farm
production per acre in most of the
of corn,
crops. Sir. Bates' production
New
Ingand the work of nany other
the
land farmers, amoig whom many lo
a
had
the
have
past year
state of Maine
an actual and practiprominent part, is of this fact. Although
cal demonstration
was in
the biggest yield for the past year
well as other
Massachusetts, Maine, as
were well toward
parts of New England,
that A. T.
the front. We remember
one of tht
Hathaway of Monmouth woo
New England
the
at
important prizes
we have
Corn Show, for large yield, and
of other farm
knowledge
hitdfperaoua) remarkable yields of tbs
era who made
oorn, it

of the plains,
possible io the states the
New Eoglant 1
the expert work of
in the front rani
farmer is placing him
;
quantity aw 1
as a producer of average

quality.—MaLae Farmer.

FARM

sot so often
would wish, for tbe sake of the rural
population of the state) we note among
our state items that "Mr. So and So has
Lad water piped into his farm buildings." To the city man, this seems a • A Cat and a Qirl Both Win °
matter of such small moment that it
should not be given place in a paper
where space is at a premium, bat to tbe
average farmer, and especially to tbe
former's wife, that item is of much imCopyright. 1910, by American Prta Ο
*
Association.
portance. That running water Is not •
to
found on all farmsteads is a reproach
ο·0·0·0·0·0·00·0·0·0·0·0·0
the thrift of the owners, as well as to
their characters as husbands and fa*
Amy Wallace slammed the gate of
ti ers. For a «apply of running water ii the chicken yard and came down the
not ooiy a household convenience, but it
path with tragedy written on her
In
i-4 a money-saver in numerous ways.
stormy countenance and In the very
the mere matter of watering cattle, it
of her outstretched hand from
will n»t only make a large saving of I>ose
which dangled the lifeless remains of
l.tbor, but, in connection with some sim
a promising young broiler.
pie apparatus for warming water in the
"Another one?" queried her sister
winter, it will increase the flow of milk
"That makes—let me
in dairy cattle and cause fattening disconsolately.
beeves to lay on far more flesh than see—seventy-two chickens killed In the
when their drink is limited and when last six weeks. At a dollar a pair thoee
such as they have is given them Icy broilers would have fetched $36!"

popular
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Correspondence on practical agricultural topic
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Water In the House.

is

practiced.

It is generally understood that vegetable matter freely exposed to the air
and moisture decompose· into oarbou or
vegetable mold and carbonic acid.
Large quantities of carbon (vegetable
mold) and carbonic acid Id the soil
stimulate bacterial activity and makes
the soil plow up light, loamy and free
from clods. As English farmers say of
such a field, "the land is in good heart."
Carbonic acid lightens up the soil on the
same principle that a loaf of bread is
leavened. The yeast is placed in the
dough, with proper degrees of heat and
moisture. The spores of the yeast plant
rapidly germinate, throwing off carbonic
acid gas that leavens the whole lump.
The roots of plants throw off carbonic
aoid gas in their growth, dissolving tbe
chemical elements out of the soil, which
is then taken up by tbe aame root· and
elaborated by tbe sap in tbe structure
of tbe plant.
However, if we plow under vegetable
matter so deep that the air is excluded,
or nearly so, by covering It with heavy
olay soil, tb« decouposition goea on
alowly and the product is widely different from that described above. Under suoh circumstance· nearly the whole
mass of vegetable matter will be transformed loto pumio and that cla*· of
acids, leaving «caroely a trace of the
vegetable mold or carbon. I have made
mistakes in plowing under green man'
ares, and have learned by experience
that if we are going to plow under greec
forage cropa and coarse manure· it
should not be done deeper than four ot
five Inches on heavy clay soil·. The
work of deepening heavy «oil· ebon Id
be gradual, and vegetable matter ahoold
be thoroughly Incorporated with tbi
•oil aa faat aa it i· turned op.—W. Mil·
ton Kelly in Country Qentleman.
A corn-shelter Js not an essentia). Tb< 1
hens will do their own shelling if yot
throw out the ears in abort, broke ,

pieoee.

I'll give a dollar."
"1
Mrs. Latimer shook her head.
don't want any of my folks to kill a
cat, Miss Wallace: it's awful bad luck,
Perhaps Peter 8wanson's
you know.
folks will do it for you. Swedee don't
believe in luck and such things."·
"Very well," said Louise wearily.
"Will you let Billy carry the basket
for me? Ephraim's very heavy."
"I guess there won't be any harm In
that—and he was wishing this morning that he could earn a quarter." In-

sinuated Billy's shrewd mother.
"ΙΌ see that he gets a quarter for
the fob." smiled Louise. And then, followed by the curious Billy and trailed
by the remaining Latlmers, they sought
l'«ter Swanson, the blacksmith.
"I couldn't kill no cat, miss," said
Peter apologetically, when Louise had
told her story. "They tell me it brings

bad luck. Yust now I can't afford no
bad times.
Maybe the Eyetalians In
the Holler might"—
Louise sought the Italian settlement
Roncaglla
Pletro
the
Hollow.
In
averred that Ephnflm possessed the
evil eye and crossed bis brown fingers
shudderlngly. Even the rattling criap·
failed to break bis
ness of

greenbacks

resolution.
Old Abraham Johnson's black face
expressed mingled greed and alarm
when approached by Louise and bar

gased longingly

at

funereal train. He
the money and then clutched the toodod charm tfcat hung about his throat
"I hate to dla'plnt yo\ Misa Louey,
luck to
honey, but it am pow'ful bad
De bery debbll'a In dat
kill a cat
Ephraim. Folks say be'a da recarnival ob ole Eph Beemer, hiseelf! ]
need de money right bad. too, miss

funk you, honey."

These were examples of the various
interviews that Louise held that morning. Noon time fouud her at her own
gate tugging the heavy basket containing the still active Ephraim. Her
sister drew forwnrd a rocking chair
in the porch and Louise fell into its

comfortable embrace.
"What is in the basket7' asked Amy.

"Ephraim."

"Tell me about it—do." crowed Amy.
Louise told her. "I can't And a person who will make way with that cat
for love or money, and I believe Mrs.
Beemer knew I couldn't—she gave
Ephraim into my bands almost too
willingly," she ended plaintively. "I

dldn t realize that Intelligent people
could be so silly and superstitions."
"We must dispose of the cat ourselves. then." said Amy firmly. "We
are not

superstitious."

"No. we are not. but it's horrible to
kill anything like that, you know. I'll
go out this afternoon and see if I can't
find some boy who will do it They

can't all be fools."
At that instant the basket containing
the doomed cat swayed violently on
the grass where Louise had dropped
her burden; then the cover flew up.
und with a spiteful hiss Ephraim dashed out and scrambled up the black
walnut tree over their astonished
heads.

"That Impish Tommy Latimer must
have untied the cords," said Louise
bitterly. "I saw him quarreling with
Billy over the basket—and I gave them

Γ>0 cents too."
Amy had picked up a large stone and
weighed it in her hand. "I believe I
could hit that cat," she said viciously.
"If I can It will stun him—perhaps kill
him." She shuddered slightly, aimed
the missile carefully at the crouching
Ephraim. threw the stone and turned
her back. Louise had closed her eyes

tightly.
They heard the

stone crash through
the branches and then there followed
After that, silence.
a slight groan.
"I believe I killed him," moaned

Amy.
"You certainly came very near it,"
-said an exasperated masculine voice,
and the sisters turned to view the indignant countenance of Mr. Rupert

Ames. That young gentleman clutched one shoulder as If in pain.
Over his head Ephraim crouched,
spitting angrily and sharpening his
claws on the rough branch to which

he clung.
"Did I strike you. Rupert?" demanded Amy penitently. "I was trying to
hit the cat. you see."
"You must be very fond of him," observd Mr. Ames, drawing near to them.
"I'm very sorry. I hope you are not

badly hurt. Fetch the witch hazel,
please. Louise." Amy let her hand
rest in Rupert's close clasp longer than
he had dared hope. "We hardly expected to see you." she added pointedly·

"I felt that you needed me." lied Mr.
Ames cheerfully. "My Inner conscioneuess told me you were In trouble of
•some sort and required masculine assistance. What can I do for you?"
When Louis returned with the lotion they told the story of Ephraim
aud the slain broilers. "Will you kill
the cat. Rupert?" they pleaded tear-

fully.
Mr.

Ames

his

shook

"I

head.

couldn't" he said regretfully. "You
see. I'm superstitious, too. I am," he
asserted in the face of their incredulous looks. "I know If I killed that

cat and every one of his nine lives
were
extinguished—why, I'd never
have a chance of marrying Amy after
all!"

Louise smiled, and the swift color
"That was all
came to Amy's cheeks.
settled six months ago," she said cold"I'm going to be nn Independent
bulsness woman and"—
"Very good," eaid Mr. Ames crisply.

ly.

"I must be running along, now. My
motor's down the road a piece—had *
know, and Just
breakdown,
you
thought I'd drop In and see you. Hope
you get the best of Ephraim."
Louise disappeared into the house,
and Amy's face lost Its color. "Then

you won't kill Ephraim?" she faltered.
"I cannot. Amy. but I'll tell you how
you can get rid of him. Just marry
me and give up this notion of poultry
raising. Louise is dying to get back to
town, and I wact you—I need you. Let

Ephraim shift for himself.
"You merely happened in here.

You

bad a breakdown." said Amy severely.
"My resolution not to see you broke
down." confessed Rupert, drawing her
into his arms. "For my part, it's great
good luck not to kill a cat eh. Ephraim?"
But the cat, taking advantage of

lovers' meeting,

was

merely a pale gray

streak headed for the welcoming arma
of the Widow Beemer.
Counter Diplomacy.
think you will like this gooOs.
mndnm," urged a salesman in a Euclid
"It Is Just the thing for
avenue shop.
"1

stout, middle aped lady.'
a
"Sir!" squealed the customer In
faux pas and
rage. The clerk saw his

α

recovered himself quickly.
"Pardon me." he smiled. "I mistook
who was In
you for the young lady
here yesterday looking for something:
for her vrnudmother. Now that 1 look
at you apalu. I see that this was an
older person. Now. if you are buying
for yourself, we have something over
here that"—

—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Literary

Not·.
The teacher had been talking to her
of
pupils on Ouida's story, "The Dog
Flanders." and she followed her talk
an oral test
"Now. what Is the name of the au
thor?" she queried.
Small and Slangy Boy—Oh, You Ida
-Boston Record.

by

Th· Joke on Her.
"I suppose being the wife of a hu
hei
morist Is a continuous Joke," said

former schoolmate.
"Yes." she sadly sighed, looking at
her faded and old fashioned gown,
"and it's on me."—Exchange.

Affliction·.

con
Before an affliction is digested
after It
and
soon,
too
comes
eolation
late, but thenIs digested it cornea too
two as fine
Is a mark between these

almost aa a hair for'
take aim at—Sterna

a

comforter

to

Worse Than Hard Word·.
The
"Why did you IdU your parrot?
its pro
poor bird meant nothing by
fnnlty."
"1 could stand Its profanity, bat It
'earned to Imitate the lawn mower lapt
■dimmer "-Washington Herald.

1'fnyer

carries us halfway to God.
us to the door of hfo

fnxtlng brines
pa In re. nnd

ulmsglvlng

mission.—Koran.

procures us ad
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The old Kimball bouse stood alone
Around it the
on the side of the bill.
acres that one generation had cleared
and two others had profitably tilled
during the golden age of New England
agriculture were growing up to birch

But the hilltop pasand white pine.
ture still furnished grazing for Betsy,
the aged Holstein. and Jael, the potof

the

bellied mare, sole survivors
stock that once crowded the whitewashed barn, while in the garden
grew potatoes, corn, turnips, beets and
the other hardy truck that wintered in
a corner of the big cellar and enabled
the Kimball "girls" to sit by their air

tight stove and watch with unconcern
the storms thut blocked the roads and
sometimes shut them off from the
store at the Center foe days at a time.
Breakfast over and the dishes washed. the sisters went into the garden.
Every pleasant day until the sun rose
high and hot they worked there. Blue
cotton gowns faded by constant washing covered their thin, bowed figures
they stooped over the onion bed or
with the hand cultivator scratched the

as

earth between the hills of beans and
Blue gingham sunbonnets protected their delicately wrinkled faces.
Miss Blnley. seeing them for the
first time, paused to study and admire. Against the background of yellow green cornstalks their bent figures
stood out in harmonious relief. In the
foreground the whitewashed fence, the
prim flower beds and the old bouse
with Its rotting shingles and weather
washed green blinds contributed a setting that appealed Irresistibly to her

corn.

artist soul.
For Miss

amateur
walked
abroad without her camera, but unfortunately this wus one of the rare
mornings when she had left her camera at home.
"Oh, Mr. Ilolbrook." cried the girl
regretfully, "see those perfectly dear
old women in that onion patch. What
I've often said it neva genre study!
er was safe to go anywhere without a

Blnley
She

photographer.

was

an

seldom

camera."

"I might run back und fetch
suggested the carrier meekly.

it"

"N-no." she replied reluctantly. "It's
too far.
Probably we can get them
I'm going to speak
some other time.
to them."
Young Ilolbrook watched with adorwhich
ing admiration the process by
the girl penetrated the barriers of
Before the
New England reserve.
three women had conversed live minutes something of Miss Blnley's owu
abundant youth and enthusiasm began
to sparkle in the faded eyes of the sisters.

Mart h jr. don't you wish we
could have ours taken again? We
haven't had our likenesses made since
Remember. Mart by.
we were girls.

"Ob.

you were tliutty and I was thutt.v-flve.
You were a mighty putty girl in those

days, Marthy."

g'long." commanded

"Ob.

er

her young-

slstor.

"It used to be a turrlble lot of trouble," continued Phoebe. "We bad to
sit pufflckly still for five minutescouldn't stir, aud It seemed like five
hours."
"You wouldn't have to sit still at all
now," said Miss Blnley eagerly. "The

process Is Instantaneous."
Eagor assent was on the lips of Miss
Phoebe, but her sterner sister forestalled her.
"Thut's very kind of you, miss. but
so
we couldn't think of putting you to
much trouble."
Familiar with the fundamental characteristic of the older New England

generation.

Miss

Blnley advanced

cau-

NUMBER 9.

,

for the Frost weddin' most as good as
new."
Holbrook welcomed the old lady's
volubility, for It was plain that for
once his companion was at a loss for
When
Miss
words.
Blnley finally
found her voice It was so queer and
strained that be scarcely recognised It:
"I—I'm sorry you went to all the
trouble. Really, It wasn't at all necessary. In fact"—
"In fact," broke In Holbrook hurriedly—"nevertheless It was awfully
good of you to fix up so. That certainly Is a fine piece of goods, Miss
Martha. It will show up splendidly in
the photograph."
Ile rambled on thus, hardly realizing what he said, anxious only to
cover the bitter disappointment that
was written on Miss Binley's face so
clearly that he felt It must be evident
to all.
"

'Twarn't the least bit of trouble."
Insisted Martha. "We really enjoyed
Ilxin* things over, didn't we, Phoebe?"
Holbrook was wondering how long

his powers of Invention would stand
the strain when, after a brief and—to
him—uncomfortable pause, Miss Mar-

suggested timidly, "We're
ready, miss, uny time you say."
tha

from your work.

some

snapshots

I'll come and take
of you Just aa you

are—weeding the onions."

"You can come with me tomorrow,'
ahe said to Holbrook- "I had promised to drive with Johnny Larcon. but
all engagements are off In the face
of an epoch making chance like this."
The next morning brought weather
perfect alike for pedestrlanlsm and
a
photography. The day was cool, and
thin haze tempered the rays of the
mountain sun. Miss Blnley ran down
the steps to meet him, radiant with anand as he received the big

ticipation,

Holbrook
from her hands
thrilled with the thought of another
morning at her side.
"There's some one In the garden,"
said the young man ae the last turn
In the road brought them In sight of
their destination. "But they don't accord with my recollection of the old
ladles.
Holy smoker gasped the
"It's they, all right, but no

camera

youth.

wonder we didn't recognize them."
Miss Blnley gazed, speechless In horrified amazement, ae her two subjects

the
approached the gate. Gone were
sunbonnets
picturesque gowns and the
of faded blue. In their place the Klmof
balls had donned a veritable riot
modietry. Their costumes paid tribute
half
to the varying faehlone of a full

"The gray salt 1b the one I like beet
Father, a ad It Is most like Jimmie
Tucker's."
Jack aud bis father were standing
the sidewalk and looking in at the

Dn

irlndow of one of -the great city cloth-

lug stores.

"It has un extra pocket, and it won't
and yon know it Is for

Khow dust,

echool, father."
"All right" said his father.

"Buy-

ing this suit reminds me of one I had
when I was Just about your age. Did
1 ever tell you about that pepper and
Milt suit that your grandmother mude
for me?

Ton ask me about It some

lime and I will tell you."
That night after supper seemed to

exactly the right time to hear the
itory of the pepper and salt suit of

Jack

all

To Holbrook's Intense relief this ap-

peal brought Miss Blnley to a sense
of the situation. "Oh, yes," she said,
rather wildly, "your clothes are beautiful. I'm going to send you each a

prints

dozen

The rnln tree of Peru grows very
large. Is rich In leave* and la railed
by tbe Indians tamalcaspl. It bas (be
power of collecting tbe dampness of
tbe atmosphere and condensing It luto
a continuous and copioua supply of

rain.
In the dry season, when tbe 'rivera
ire low nnd the hent great, the tree'»
power of condensing seems at tbe
highest, and water falls in abundance
from tbe leaves and oozes from tbe
trunk. Tbe water spreads around In
veritabl# rivers, part of which Altera
These
Into the soli and fertilizes It.
rivers are canalized so as to regulate
the course of the water.
It Is estimated that «ne of the Peruvian ruin trees will on tbe average
yield nine gallons of water per diem

In α Held of an area of one kilometer
Is. 3.2ΓιΟ feet each waycan be grown 10.000 trees separated
from each other by twenty-live meter·.
Thla plantation produces dally .'{>0.1)00
liters of water. If we allow for evaporation and lulillratlon we have 135.·
<>00 liters or 20.531 gallons of rain for
distribution dally. The raiu tree can
lté cultivated with very little trouble,
for it seems Indifferent as to the soil
In which it grows. The tree Increases
rapidly and resists both extremes of

square—that

bit tired."

Immediately the youth was all
lous inquiry and suggestion:

unx-

You
"It must have been the sun.
have to be careful In these mountains.
If you don't mind waiting here alone
for a couple of minutes I'll hurry back
and see if the old ladies won't lend
me some kind of a rig to drive you
back to the hotel, or maybe you'll let
me carry you back to their house."
"Don't be ridiculous." ordered Miss
Blnley. with a slightly hysterical
laugh. "There Isn't a thing the matter with me." Then, noting his amazement, she burst out desperately: "I'm
Just fearfully disappointed, that's all.
I don't believe I ever was so disappointed before In my life. But that's
only part. I'm horribly ashamed of
myself, too—even more ashamed than
disappointed. Oh, I believe I'm the
meanest girl In the whole state of
New Hampshire."

"Why—er—er"— ho started

to

pro-

test.
"Don't pretend you don't comprehend," she Interrupted. "You're ashamYou know you are.
ed of me too.
No; let me finish," she Insisted, when
he made as If to deny. "The worst of
all Is that oven now, when I understand how mean and selfish It Is to feel
so, I'm Just overwhelmed with dlsap
pointment still. You can't understand
My
—nobody could but an artist.
heart was set on a picture of those
dear old things in their delicious working clothes. And when I saw how
they had gone and spoiled everything
I felt so badly I didn't even waut to
Holbrook gazed with awe and quicknew
mid
heartbeat upon a
holler divinity—with quivering lip# and
dewy lashes, irresistible in her sweet
In another moment he
repentance.

ening

his knees on the grass beside
Without hesitation, naturally us

was on

her.
if he hud done It as often as he had
dreamed of doing it, his arm slipped
about her. Just oh naturally her head
somehow found a comfortable place on
his shoulder. Her hut fell off. and he
kissed her shining hulr.
"I do understand." he whispered,
although there was none but the moun"I understand, dear.
tains to listen.

FIGHTING NATURE.

What One Man's Patient Effort Wrung
From a Desert In Franc·.
In the southwest of France, between
the rivers Adour and Garonne, ure

long stretches of pine woods, green

and cool.
Where these pines now stand was a
barren waste lu the middle of the last
each
century. Sun sud wind vied with
other In making the land drier and
dustier. Over the stormy bay of Biscay came winds tbut set up great
sandstorms and sometimes burled
whole villages. The whole region was
Fate
one of hopelessness and despair.

It.
who
But dually there came u mun
acknowledged fate only as something
This man. one Bre
to be overcome.
montler. was an Inspector of roads.
He
He began fencing In the desert
built a fence und behind It planted
seeds
broom seeds. Behind the broom
he put seeds of the pine. The fence
the
protected the broom seeds, and
Then the broom Id its
broom grew.
the delicate
turn afforded shelter to
was η gainst

pine shoots.

the pines spread, and their
bound the sandy soil toroots
tough
gether. The first step was accomplishto drain
ed. Then canals were made
to the
the wet parts and carry water
Roon

Placed.
Mrs. B.-Is she α Mary of the vine
clad cottage? Mrs. M.—No, a Martha
Harper's
of the rubber plant flat
—

Bazar.

Thoughts never Inck words, ft 1«
words tbut lack thought».-Joubert

Moderna.

A BRAVE TOREADOR.
One of the Most Thrilling Incidents of
the Bull Ring.
The famous Spanish toreador Iteverte
figured in one of the most thrilling
Incidents ever witnessed in the arena.
It was at Bayonne. After disposing of
two bulls Iteverte had twice plunged
Ills sword into a third of great strength
and ferocity, and as the beast continued careering wildly tbe spectators be·
Iteverte for bunding.
to hiss
gan
Wounded to the very «julck of bis
pride, the Spaniard shouted. "The bull
Is slain"' and. throwing aside his
sword, sank on one knee with folded
"MOTH KB BAT

RIGHT

DOWN

FLOOR·"

on

THS

the arm of

safely

was

bis

father's

chair the story began.
"When I was a small boy of your
age." said his father, "even the large
city stores had very little clothing
made for children, and in the

ready

little country village where I was born
aud lived there was nothing to be had.
and mothers, with all the other work
that had to be done, were obliged to
cut anil make the boys' clothes.
"I remouiller It was in the autumn;
civil
jour grandfather had gone to the

war. He went early lu the spring, one
of the first to enlist In our town. Your
grandmother suld one day. Ί must Hud
something to make little John a suit

of clothes.'
"I suppose. Jack, you think thst li
would be easy to go to the store and
suit, iiut
get cloth enough for a boy's
already prices were eo high that even
the rich had to count the cost, uud evadery scrap was used to the best
After awhile your graudvantage.
mother remembered au old coat that

worn
your grandfather had never
much. She took It carefully to pieces,
ripping all the seams, then washed it
all very thoroughly and pressed it
smooth with a hot flatiron, and not
till all this had been done could she

cut out the Jacket and trousers.
"One night after supper your grandmother came into the old kitchen with
the suit in her arms and called me to
I had been out
come In and be titted.
In the yard playing with father's old
dog. a water spaniel named Spot
"Mother had put the clothes ou me
and was down on her knees beside
when
me. working In the fading light,
He lay down on the
in trotted Spot.
All at once he
floor, watching us.
raised his n«se iu the air. with tils
nostrils twitching, and then he gave η
Joyous bark and sprang nt me. knock-

down on the floor, and then
at the clothes and to
lick my face and hands; then he would
run
run to the door nnd look out and
harking all the time
back
ing

me

began snltliug
again,
Mother was

startled that It was
several minutes before she understood
had
that it was father's coat that Spot
so

and he evidently thought
that his master must be home again.
"Mother sat right down on the floor
and took me and Spot, too, in her
both,
arms and hugged and kissed us
laughing and crying by turns. There
that
was no more done to the suit
but it was soon finished, and I

recognized,

night,

am

sure

I

never

bad

η

suit that 1

liked so well or felt so proud to wear.
It was my Sunday best for a long
was not
time and wore so well that It
all gone when father came home.
"Old Spot lived to see his master
and to go on many α trip with him
through the woods."—Youth's Com-

panion.

COLOR BLINDNESS.
The Incident That Opened John Delton'· Eye· to Hi· Affliction.
John Dulton, the famous English
rbemlst nnd oiiturnl philosopher, with
lawn of
out whose discovery of the
chemical combination chemistry as an
was
exact science could hardly exist,
of
wholly color blind. His knowledge
of
tbe fact came about by a buppoulng
bis
the sort which we call chance. On

mother's birthday, when he was a man
of
of twenty-six. be took her a pair
stockings which be bad seen in a shop
window, labeled "Silk, tbe newest
fashion."
Thee ban bought me a pair of grand
"but
hose. John," said tbe mother,
what made thee fancy such a bright
color? Why. I can never show myself
at meeting In them."
be
John was much disconcerted, but
told her that he considered the stockto
ings to be of a very proper go
color, as they were a dark

meeting

bluish drab.

All

tie
in tbe middle of tbe ring,
right. but he bad not ullowed for
the mr rgin of accident. The wounded
beast charged full upon him. but the

arms
was

long ago. and when be

pen-bed

Oil

"Why, they're as red as a cherry.
John." was her astonished reply.
dry.
Neither be nor his brother Jonathan
effort
Thus did one man by. patient
coald see anything but drab In tbe
for
home
a
into
turn a dreary desert
stockings, and tbey rested in tbe belief
an industrious and healthy population.
that tbe good wife's eyes were out of
over
It was au Instance of triumph
century.
order until she, having consulted varithe fate.—New York Tribune.
tbe verBut the faded countenances of
ous neighbors, returned with
Kimballs showed naught but pride
"Varra fine stuff, but uncommon
dict
with
and satisfaction, slightly tinged
One Exception.
scarlety."
embarrassment. "We set up most all
Nearsighted Old Man—I say, did you
Tbe consequence was that John Daidecldln'
and
over
tbe atbreak the record?
night sortln' things
ton became tbe first to direct
to
what
wear," announced Mies
Aeronaut—No, but I broke every- tention of tbe scientific world to tbe
Phoebe when they came within speak- thing else.—Judge.
•object of color blindness.
wanted
ing distance "Of course we
to do you credit, seeln' you were so
kind. These silk mitts cost a sight of
money when Brother Hiram brought
them from Concord. They're pretty
well darned now, but all the mendln'a
on the Inside where It don't show.
Don't Marthy look scrumptious? She
ltfk akift Fto h&d made m

*

It Product· a Copioua and Continuous
Supply of Rain.

climate.—Espuna

that you can have
plenty to give your friends."
Declining a hospltuble invitation to
stop for a "snack and a cup of tea,"
the girl and the young man somehow
got through their farewells and walked away over the hill, leaving the
wearied but thoroughly delighted old
ladies gazing after them from their
station by the front gate. In silence
the camera, and
Ilolbrook lugged
without a word Miss Blnley trudged
beside him until the old house and Its
grotesquely clad occupants were hidden by the bend in the road. Then
the girl said:
"Would you mind sitting here in the
shade a minute? I really believe I'm
a

CURIOUS PERUVIAN TREE.

so

tiously. Already In her artist mind I may be an Ignoramus ubont photogshe saw the print she would make—a raphy and art. but I'm mighty well
marvelous study of two gaunt figures acquainted with Tommy Ilolbrook.
wringing an unwilling toll from the and I know he knows that you're the
harsh mountain soil. It was the sub- sweetest, most unselfish, most— What
sumI want to say Is that I want to make
ject she hud been looking for all
mer to enter In the fall exhibit of her carrying your camera my life Job."
t
won
"Oh, it
he concluded desperately.
camera club at home.
trouble me in the least." she replied
Miss Blnley sat suddenly erect. An
guardedly. "If you knew how I love answer hovered on her lips, but fuded
to take pictures you would understand. Into a smile ns she picked up a black,
Would you be here In the garden at leather covered object from the grass
this time tomorrow?"
beside her and placed It in Holbrook's
"Yes," answered Martha, yielding. hands.
in
"But wouldn't you rather take us
Do folKS ever have their
the house.
pictures taken outdoors?"
"The light Is much better outside,"
explained Miss Blnley. "And, besides, I wouldn't think of keeping you

SPOT AND THE
OLD GRAY COAT

They Could Find.

"What's all that noise In tbe next
room?"
"My wife and, three of her girl
friends are trying to play whist with
only forty-seven cards In the paek."LoulsvlUe Courier-Journal.

matador, splendid to tbe last, knelt
motionless as a statue, while tbe spectators held their breath in horrified
Reaching his victim, tbe
suspense.
bull literally bounded at him. and as
he sprang be sunk In death, with bis
last effort giving one feurfui luuj# of
tbe head that drove a horu Into the
(high of the kneeling uian and laid
bare the bone from the knee to the
Still Reverte never flinched, but

Joint.
remained kneeling, exultant in victory,
but calmly contemptuous of applause,

till he was carried uwuy to beal blm of
his grievous wound.

THE DRINK CALLED COFFEE.
Her· Is the Way They Mad· It In the
Seventeenth Century.
There are In existence in Great
Britain a few copies of an ancient
cookbook, published In 1662. that give·
what Is perhaps tbe first English recipe for coffee. The recipe reads:
"To make the drink that is now
much used, called coffee.
"Tbe coffee berries ure to be bought

at any druggist, about seven shillings
Take what quantity you
the pound.
please, and over a charcoal fire, in an
old frying pan. keep them always stirring until tbey be quite bluck. and
when you crack one with your teeth
that it is black wltbln us It Is without,
vet If you exceed, then do you wuste
the Oyl. und if U'ss. then will Ii uot deliver its Oyl, and If you should continue fire till It be white It will then

make no coffee, but only give you Its
Beat and force through a lawn
■wit.

"·!*.*» Γ,

'T;iki· »·Ι«·ηr water and bull one-third
if It away, and It Is tit fur use. Take
»ne <)ti:irt of this prepared water, put
iu It one ouuce of your |>repared coffee and boil It gently one hi>ur. anil It
Is tit for your use: drink one-quurter
of a (ilnt as hot as you can sip it. It
•loth abate the fury aud sharpness uf
the Acrimony. which Is the gender of
■

the Diseases culled Cronlcal."

Beat tho Bank'· System.
The boy entered the Cleveland bonk
and laid u half dollar with bis bank
book on the receiving teller's window
"We don't receive deposits <>f less than
The Isiy
a dollar." said the teller.
yielded reluctantly to the system nul
the
(Jrew back. But he did not leave
lie crossed the corridor and
bank
The teller
seated himself on a settee

noticed liirn Hitting there and also no
tlced the reflective look on his face
The boy waited for some time, thinking It over Finally he arose and went
to the paying teller's window. A moment later he confronted the receiving
teller. "I want to deposit this dollar
The teller
half." he said
and a
grinned. The boy had Just drawn a
dollar from his little balance and was
using It as an entering wedge for the
rejected half dollar And so the system was beaten by the boy. and a considerable accession of bookkeeping labor was the price of defeat.—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

"Three Sheets In the Wind."
the phrase
"What was the origin of
In the
for drunkenness, 'three sbeebi
"
sailor the
a landsman asked a
wind?
"Well." said the sailor.
other day
The
"I'll explain that matter to you.
sail are
two lower corners of a ship's

a
held taut by two ropee. one called
The
tack and another called a sheet.
but
tack is always kept very tight
the
the sheet Is loosened according to
Is the
wind, and the looser the sheet
If the
more freely the sail swings.
said to
sail Is quite free Its sheet Is
that
be 'In the wind.' Now. suppose
all three of a ship's sails were quite
free. They would then fly about very
crazlly. and tbe ship would wabble.
a zigThe course of the ship would be
for this would
zag one. and the reason
be that she had 'three sheets In the
wind.' That, 1 guess. Is why a man
when be zigzags In his course Is said
to be three sheets In tbe wind' also."

H· Was Not Laconio.
John Mortey In bis life of Gladstone
tells tbe story of tbe statesman'· examination foradmlsslon to Oxford university when he was a youth. Tbe examiner. buvlng utterly failed to floor
tbe candidate on some point of thean Id. "We will now leave that

ology,
part of the subject." "Να sir." replied
will
the candidate: "If you please. we
not

leave It

yet."

and

proceeded

to

The dean
pour forth a fresh stream.
In Mr. Gladstone's day was Galsford.
bis
famous among other things for
tren bant brevity. "This laconic gift."
observe Mr Morley slyly, "tbe dean
evidently had not time to tranamlt to
all of hi* flock."

I
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THE OXFORD BEARS.
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Jixc ©arford gcraocrat,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
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Editor· and

Paris HUI.
First Baptist Church, Bev. G. W. r. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every 8un<l»y at 10:45 α. μ.
Sumlay School at 12. Sabbath evening servira
at 7 36.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
7 30.
the lat Sunday of the month at2Λ0p.m. All
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited-

FORBES,

Proprietor·.
a. E. Vokbu.

UKUROE M. atwood.

Mrs. J. C. Cummings baa been spending a week in Auburn.
Mrs. L B. Merrill attended the Baptist quarterly meeting in Mechanic Falls
last week.
Mr. and Mra. George M. Atwood are
visiting the family of Clayton K. Brooks
in
Maas., for a few days.
P. F. Ripley and Raymond L. Atwood
attended the auto show in Portland last

Τεκμ* —#1.50 a year It paid strictly la advance.
Otherwise ii.00 a year. Single copiée 4 cents.
AU legal advertisement!
ΑκνκκτιβΚΜΚΝΤβ :
are riven three consectlve Insertion* for I1.9C
per Inch In length of column. Special contracta
made with local, transient an<l yearly ailvertte—

Cambridge,

ers.

Job PftCmxe —New type, rast presses, electric
power, experience»! workmen and low prlttf
combine

n-»s

to

make this <lepartment of

complete and popular.
«i

lk

our

week.
Mrs. Lester O. Jones and son Thayer
of Highwood, Ct., have been visiting at
O. A. Thayer's.
Miss Elizabeth A. Eastman died at her
linrae in this place on Tuesday, af'or
only a short illness with pneumonia.
She was nearly 83 years of age, but had
and
up to her last illness been very brisk
active for one of her years. Miss Eastman came to Paris from Conway, Ν. H.,
with the family of her brother, the late

bust

copies.

s'ngle Copie* of the l>emocrat arc four centi
ea<*h. They will be mailed on receipt of price bj
••>ie nubllsh'ers or for the convenience of ;>atroE(
jingle copies of each Issue have been place<l oi
sale at the following places In the County :
ShuxtlefTs Drug Store.
south Parts,
Noyés' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Λ lfred Cole. Postmaster,
Ruckde'd.
Mrs. Harlow. Port Offlce.
'"nrl* Mill.
Samuel T. White.
Wesc Pari*.

NEW

Η. B. Eastman, thirty or forty years ago,
and has ever since resided in town,
where sbe enjoyed the esteem of all.
The funeral was held on Thursday, attendéd by Rev. G. \V. F. Hill, and burial
will be at Riverside Cemetery, South
Paris.
Richard Eastman of Somersworth, N.
H., was called here on account of the
illness of his aunt, Miss Elizabeth A.
Eistman, reaching here just before her

ADVERTISEMENTS.

To the Public
>ur stock Reduction Sale.
Now it's the New Thing*.
Bats shoes.
Avoid Harsh Drug*.
Λ Man'·» Stomach.

Scientific Eye Examinations.

Probate Notices.
Notice of Foreclosure.
14 Notice* of Appointment.
Da tehees Klre insurance Co.
Agricultural Insurance Co.
oxford County P. of H. Mutual Etre lus. Co.
Legislative Notices.
Notice.

Lodicea Harlow (Lunt) Smith.

Lodicea Uar'ow (Lan') Smith, widow
the late E. Warren Smith, died oi
Thursday morning, February 10, at th«
summer residence oi her eon, John C. Β
Smith. 4 BbmH Avenue, Salem Willowi
(Juniper Point)· Salem, Mass. She hac
a bad fall some seventeen months ago
and from its effects she never recovered
the prolonged period of discomfort and
pain resultant from the fall being born)
by her with great fortitude and patience
Mrs. Smith was a native of the town ο
IVru, and was born on February 28
1S2S, being the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Franc-is Lunt. Her husband died somi
15 years ago, and she subsequently mad<
her borne with her above mentioned son
John C B. Smith, who and his wife wen )
untiring in their efforts to make her lift
Shi
one of ease, comfort and happiness.
woman of noble character am I
was a
genial disposition, and she lived her Ion; «
and useful life for the good which shi
could do for others. The spirit of kind
liness emanating from her served to in
spire and brighten the paths of tho« >
about her. Charitable in thought, wor< I
and deed, she wis ever ready to aid
comfort and console those in need of he
of

«

■

kind ministrations, always recoguizin) ;
the best qualities in those with whon
minimizing
she came in contact and
their faults. She will be greatly missent I
in the home circle, as well as by a multi
tnde of other friends. Besides theabovi >
mentioned eon, John C. B. Smith, who i >
tDe president of the Smith Taylor Com
under
pany, manufacturers of women's
wear and aprons at .">5 Bedford Street
Boston, ami who at onetime was prèsi
dent of the New England Dry Goods As
sociation, she is survived by a daughter >
Miss Elizabeth B. Smith, who is a sten
ographer at 200 Devonshire Street, Bo*
ton, and who resides at 49 Kutlani I
Square, that city. The funera! was belt 1
on Sunday, February 19, prayers beini .'
offered at one o'clock at the late home ο f
the deceased, and at 3 o'clock service »
being held in the chapel at Woodlawi
Cemetery, Everett, Mass., where the in
terment took place, the interment beini; !
the first burial from the cemetery's new
c ha Del.
■

■

Î

Edgecoinb.
Edgecomb died ία

Mon. Jame»

Soutl
Hod. James
Hiram Jan. 30tb, after an illness ο f
H< »
several years, aged 78 years, 8 days.
was a native of Parsonstield, and son υ f
>
Capt. James and Mrs. Betsey Louge*
Edgecomb. He acquired a good, practi
cal éducation, and was a successfu I
teacher for several years. Id 1863 hi »
married Mise Jane I. Wadswortb ο f
Hiram, who survives him, with one soi ι
mod one daughter. He resided and trad
ed at Kezar Palls some years. He slsi •
resided at Browntield several years, an< I
engaged in trade there; also served th<
town as selectmao, and in other im
He removed ti ,
portant positions.
South Hiram nearly forty years ago
purchased a farm, and engaged exten !
•ively in introducing improved breeds
horses and other aoimals. He was elect
ed a captain in the Hiram militia; h »
also served the town acceptably as select
r
man, supervisor of schools, and in othe
important offices. He also served a s
)
ii
Representative to the Legislature
1899 from the Hiram district. He was
firm temperance man, and Republican
He was also a member of the Masoni :
order and ever loyal to its teacbÎngs. H >
was a man of restless energy, indomiiabl »
fat
perseverance, strong common sense,
reaching sagacity, and a rigid rule ο f
truth, honor, and justice in all the rein
tlons of life, hence he won the repec t
and confidence of all persons. His fail
ing health some years since require* 1
him to retire from active business; h f
has since passed hia 11 ft· quietly, cheerei i
by his books, the loving reverence of hii >
family and friends, and the pleasan t
memories of a long, and well-spent Iif«
With sadness the writer offers this trill
ute to his kiDd and faithful teacher ο Γ
Masoni :
the far-away years, and in
phrase exclaims: "F'irr\cell, my Bntfher.'
Hiram, Feb 16
Llewellyn A. Wads worth.

death.
News has been received of the death
at her home in Salem, Mass., last Tuesday, of Mrs. Harry G. Wright. Mrs
Wright was formerly Miss Mary A. Doe
of Paris, daughter of the late Benjamin
relatives and many
S. Doe, and has
friends here.
There was an attendance of between
forty and fifty couples at the poverty
ball Friday evening, about half of them
being in costume appropriate to the ocAn' frettln' never pave;
casion. A number of the old-timers
There ain't no good in broodln* In
were included in the company, who enThese
pessimistic ways—
tered 'nfo tbe affair with much zest, and
Smile jus' kinder cheerfully
When hopo is nearlv gone.
enjoyed it as well as the younger ones
An' bristle up, an' grit your teeth,
did.
An' keep on keeptn' on."
Mark P. Shaw, Ε. B. Curtis, C. L.
K. Shaw attended the
The Lenten season begins next WedShaw and R
Pythian Jubilee in Lewistun Wednesday. nesday.
Addison S. Bean is confined to his
New books added to Hamlin Memorial
homo by illness.
Library :
Kgge are 20 cents per dozen and butThe Rosary, by Florence L. Barclay.
The M!*tre*s of Shenttone, by Florence L.Bar· ter 25 cents per pound.
clay.
Miss Grace Farwell has returned home
Mat, by Katherine t eel! Thurston.
Molly M*ke-Believe, by Κ lea nor Mailuwell Ab from her visit in Portland.
tiott.
Frank McLeod of Gorham, Ν. H., was
Flsm*ted Q uarrlr», by Mary K. Waller.
in town one day last week.
The Mku HUher Up, by Henry Russell Miller.
A number from this place attend the
An Admiral's Log, by Robley D. Evan*.
M trloo Harland's Autobiography, by Marlon Saturday evening dances in Albany.
Harland.
Amos K. Scribner of Gorbam, Ν. H.,
Mary E. Shaw, Lib.
visited relative» in this village last week.
Abner Kimball of Albany is the only
A New York newspaper contains the
following report of the estate of Miss dealer in fresh fish now visiting this vilCaroline Phelps Stokes as filed in the lage.
Mrs. O. J. Guptill and children oi
surrogate's office:
The report showed that at the time Pownal came here Thursday to visit Mr.
of her death, April 26. 1900, the personal Guptill.
Prof. L. G. Whitten aud daughter
estate of Miss Stokes amounted to
$1,476,561, while tbe real estate was Esther of Auburn, Ind., visited Mr. and
the
value
of
net
Mrs. Harlan P. Dennison last week.
valued at $112,500. Tbe
Koads are aijain iu Hue condition for
entire e*ta'e, after the deductions for
other
administration and
expenses, heavily loaded teams, and business is
amonuted to $1,533,710.
lively arouud the mills and the railway
Among tbe securities held by Miss station.
Geo. W. Harden fiuds quite steady emStokes were 653 shares Albany ά Sus·
quehanua Railroad, $144,957; 70 shares ployment destroying nests of brown-tail
(.'entra! Trust Company, $147,000, and moths on fruit and shade trees. He
4.254 «hares of the stock of two roercan- goes on soow shoes, and reports the
tile concerns, valued together at $370,360. nests quite plentiful.
The household furnishings were valued
Peru.
at $.'{,000,
paintings $1,000, jewelry
$S,000, wearing apparel $2,500, and auto·
Mrs. May Robinson has joined her
graphs and letters $500.
husband, H. R. Robinson, who is at AuMiss Stokes left to her sister. Miss gusta.
in
cash
Κ
P.
Olivia
Stokes, $50,000
apd
There was a mock trial held at the
the $370,360 in stock of the concerns hall last Friday evening. A good time
above referred to. To her brothers, An- was enjoyed by all.
son P. Stokes, William E. D. Stokes,
Wilma Kidder has moved his family
James Stokes and Thomas Stokes, she into his mother's residence for the winHarvard University re- ter.
left $10,000
ceived $25,000 and Columbia University
Kate Thompson has returned to her
There were several other pub- home in Hill, Ν. H., after a successful
$20,000
lic bequests, after which tbe residue, term of school.
which thn report shows amounted to
I. C. Kidder carried bis son Kenneth
about $1,000,000 was left in trust for the to Lewiston one day last week for mediin
New
tenements
model
of
erection
cal treatment.
York for poor families, for the education
The death of Peleg Oldham, one of oui
of negroes in Africa and the United respected citizens, occurred at his home
States, for tbe education of tbe North Feb. 8th. Interment at East Peru cemeAmerican Indians, and for needy and de- tery.
Helen Packard visited her sister,
serving white students.
The legatees under the will of Miss Grace Conant, last week.
Stokes went to tbe Supreme Court some
Harris and Georgia Fish visited at
time ago to have part of tbe will con
Mrs G. Conant's last week.
the
wished
strued, but declared that they
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Cool idee and sod
original intentions of the testatrix car- Chester visited her sister, Grace Conant,
r ed out, and all legal obstacles in the
lant Friday.
w»v rMmoved.
Edith Skillings and Mr. Pinkham visited her uncle, J. E. Conant, last Friday
Greenwood.

j

It seems to be tbe opinion of some
tlint tbere i« a nupplv of cold waves,
made up like the present, away up on
the river Yukon, or somewhere in that
region; and every time one passes over
tliero is so tnrch the less to endure; and
ouw as thin is the last week in February
it in natural to suppose the last one will
That it» takiug rather
soon pass along.
a quaint and optimistic view of the matter; but many things are as true as
they are strange nowadays.
Potatoes are beginning to sprout in
the cellar, which seems to indicate the
approach of spring.
Several ladies attended tbe recent Norway «ale of damaged goods, and they are
not tired of talking about what a funny
time tbev had to this day.
The widow Newton Qerrick visited at
the Benuett place Wednesday, accompanied by Mrs. Kandal Herrick and her
premium twin boys, now nearly two
They are tine looking little
years old.
kids, and resemble each other so closely
it is difficult to tell which is the other.
They have had several Are scares lately by chimneys burning out, and the
other day we had its opposite by the
water failing in the barrel. To learn tbe
cause of the trouble the fountain was
opened and plenty of water there, but
Ellen (Wa«l5worth) Moore.
the siraioer was nearly covered with
Ellen (Wadswnrth) Moore, widow ο f sediment, on removing which the barrel
soon tilled as if nothing had happened,
Lorenzo Moore, died on Wednesday
and the scare was off.
Feb. 22d, at 3T5 Harvard Street, Brook
Frank Brooks, who bad been yarding
line, Mass. Mrs. Moore was a native ο f
out pulp wood from Mount Abram, 1amHiram, and was born on March 4, 184·']
being th» daughter of Peleg C. and Mar f ed one of his horses by stepping on a
M (Richardson) Wadsworth. She was
sharp stub, so be has quit the job and
great-granddaughter of Gen. Peleg Wadi his hired man has gone to work for
worth, who fought in the Kevolutionar Γ Herbert Ring.
Yesterday, Feb. 22, was the anniverwar, and a second cousin to Henr r
Wadswortb Longfellow, the poet. Sb » sary of Washington's birth, and also of
married Mr Moore at Biddeford in 184J my father'* death. Tbe former was
and they immediately took up thei r born Feb. 22, 1732, and died Dec 14,
residence in Independence, lo., wher » 171H); and father was born Dec. 10, 1788,
they continued to live some 18 years, a : and died Feb. 22, 1848.
the end of which time they moved t
East Sumner.
A few years aftei
Andover, Mass.
Kev. A. W. Pottle of Buckfleld is supwards they moved to Cambridge, Mass.
and there Mr. Moore died some 1*2 year
plying tbe Congregational pulpit at
After the death of Mr. Moore
present and bis efforts are evidently
ago.
much appreciated. Brother Pottle has
Mr·. Moore continued to live in Cam
bridge till some three years ago, wbe been in the work of the Gospel ministry
she removed to the home of ber sod
nearly 50 years and almost wholly in
Fred W. Moore, with whom she thence
Maine, and he is favorably known over a,
forth made her home till her death. Be large area of the state. He and Mrs.
Po'tie were greeted by a goodly number
sides the above mentioned son witl
at-a circle dinner last Wednesday.
whom she made ber home, she is sui
AT L. Palmer attended a meeting of
vived by Thomas W. Moore, anotbe r
Mechanic
•on, who is a mining engioeer locate· 1 the Baptist Association at
Fall· on lant Wednesday.
at Mictnac Mines, Lunenburg County
Kev. S. C. Eaton was in town a day or
N. S. The funeral was held at 2 o'clocl ε
in the afternoon of Sunday, Feb 'M, a ι two last week to arrange for the moving
of bis boat to Oxford which was done
the old Wadswortb mansion in Hiram
Interment being in a private burial lo t by James Sncklee on Thursday.
Several of the Knights of Pythias aton the Wadswortb eatate.
tended the big rally of the order at
Lewiston on Wednesday night.
Oxford Will Have Only S«veo.
Mrs. S. Kobinaon. who barely escaped
It seems that after all, according t >
an attack of pneumonia last week, is imthe powers that be, Oxford County I
proving. By skillful and prompt action
not to gain another representative in tb
of Or. Marston, she was saved from what
legislature under the new apportionmen t
been a serious illness.
for the next ten years, but ia still to bi > might have
Carl Stephens, who baa been having a
limited to seven. While the apportion
severe time with sores in bla head, seema
ment plan ia not yet developed to thi ,
better of late. At times tbe pain baa
point of being ready to report, it can b ι been
very severe. Dr. At wood attends
the district· will be ma
said
that
from rhoae now eziat him.
■

terially changed

ing, only two of them, the town ο
Rumford and the extreme aouthweateri

Dickvale.

Will Knox, who has been working for
class of town·, bearing much reaemblanci ,
this winter, finishes
to the diatrlcta which now exiat. it maj A. C. Hammond
tbia week.
also be said that the reason for not tak
John Higgios bas about soother week
log the additional representative la thai
the party at preeent dominant could ap to work.
School finished Feb. 17.
portion the connty more to their politl·
R. S. Trscy bss resigned as carrier on
cal advantage on the baai· of «even rep
tbe R. F. D. There is to be an examinareaentativee than oo that of eight.
tion March 11 for s new carrier. Several
Hon Levi Turner, judge of the Cum
including one lady are to take the examberland Superior Court, died at hia home ination.
H. H. Andrews, who nas been in poor
Oovernoi
in Portland on the 19th.
Plaiated on Thuraday appointed aa hii health, is not as well.
Cora Dow is ill. Dr. Pease was called
ancceeaor in the judgeship Joaeph 1. F.

Connolly of Portland.

I

iumberland came to Bethel to visit their
randparenta, Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Chand-

last Wednesday.

Beckfleld.
HE FINALLY GOT WARM.
Λ. L. Newton'· boll dog went, mad
Remember the poverty party at Good
to
«u
and
Mr.
Newton
obliged
on a Cold
Will Hall Tuesday evening, Feb. 28. Sunday
|k Writer*· Indoor Experience
Supper will be served at 6:16. A good
In Bordeaux.
Night
Whist
Duffer.
entertainment will be given following
at
Wbat beautiful sunshine we had
fally entertained their irl"d·
supper.
time 3ordeaux, and bow alee and warm It
Hall
,cot
Uat.
on
tbe
alck
Tuesday
la
D. H. Fifleld
evening
As long aa the
*as lu tbe daytime!
Mrs. J. L. Marshall and daughter was «pent In playing whtot
refreshment· were iud
the
relahave
been
who
evening
visiting
light
Elizabeth,
kept out it waa lovely; but, oh,
tives here, went Friday to their new
when tbe sun went down!
ol Sid.., 11·*· "'
borne in Burlington, Vt.
They gave gave me a beautiful, large,
at
Rev. H. H. Hoyt preached very able held from hi· late borne
and
room at the hotel with doors
Rumof
ofty
Barber
sermons Sunday morning and evening, eleven o'clock, Rev. Mr.
dinner I
After
It
over
all
bubeen
Swallow
windows
Feb. 19, to good sized audiences. There iord officiating. Mr.
then I
wont up to try to write, and
were also special exercises in the Sun- in poor health since last
•P[lDK'
I
three
until
about
able
be
about
to
been
found that Siberia bad come again.
day School by the graduated members
tbe fire
week· ago. He was born in thl· town
of the cradle roll.
put great logs of wood upon
till
H. H. Wardwell has moved his family •ixty one year· ago, the eon of
und blew them with the bellows
from the L. C. Bates rent on Main Street »nd Druillla Swallow. He ia survived j the flames roared up tbe chimney, but
to the rent recently vacated by Luther •
In tbe icy blasts that
e-«g.to «till I shivered
Irish in The Willows, owned by Mrs.
crevice. I put on
every
blew
through
the number of about twenty were guests
Hattie Mooney.
tbe blankets from
1
Mrs. Lesmore Currier and son, Harold of Hebron Academy Grangeon Wednes- my ulster, dragged
enter ibe bed. I ran races around the room
Lurve.v, were guests at Charles F. Bar- day, the 22d, and were aplendidly
West Paris.

' er.
Rev. W. C. Curtis was in Sooth Paris
faesday to attend the "Ministers' meetI ng."
Mrs. Bunting and children have been
i ipending the week with her parents.
Wednesday evening the Sons of VeterAn or·
< tos gave a ball in Odeon Hail.
jhestra from Berlin furnished musio of
;he finest quality.
Thursday the students of Gould Acad>my held their annual fair Id Garland
Dbapel. The classes had booths tastily
decorated with the class colore and the
tables were well filled with fancy artistes, which found ready sale. The supper was also well patronized. In the
svening Odeon Qall was crowded to
listen to the drama, The Village Post
Office. The programme began with a
den's Friday.
Piano solo. Lucia (111.ammermoor,
Edith Alareden.
Mr. Prank Adkins of Portland was a
Mon»
Martyn. recent
Solo, Good bye, Sweet Spring,
guest at Frank L. Willis'.
John Howe,
Win. Jones, postmaster,
Mrs. Daniel Churchill is quite ill at
Carrie King.
lerushy Jones, hie wife,
this writing.
There was a loDg list of characters,
Saturday, Feb. 18, Master Raymond
:tmi)D2 whom all kinds and conditions of
Dunham entertained several of his little
men and women were represented and
friends, the occasion being his ninth
the village boys and girls were not lackbirthday.
and
their
with
pert
impertinence
ing
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Day were the guests
wayrand their harmless pranks. It was of relatives at West Sumner last Sunday.
full of bright sayings and the parts were
Mrs. Caroline Mana died from the
most creditably taken by all who had a
grippe followed by heart failure at the
part in the play, and really a good deal home of her daughter, Mrs. Ella Reed,
of dramatic talent was brought nut. The
in Somerville, M iss., Monday morning,
success must have been very pleasing to
Feb. 20. She was eighty-three years of
the teachers and Mrs. Vandenkerckage. Mrs. Mann was a resident of West
in
Over
had
it
5200
who
charge.
boven,
Paris for several years and has many
was raised by the fair.
friends here who remember her as a
Mrs. James Hammonds is very ill with
woman devoted to her family and of
pneumonia.
of character and energy.
The Gould Academy second basket greatis strength
survived by one son, Lewis M.
She
ball team went to Berlin Friday evening
Mann of West Paris, and two daughters,
to play the second team of Berlin\High.
Mrs. Ella Reed of Somerville, Mass., and
Friday evening, March 3, the prize Mrs. Melissa Boal of
Cambridge, Mass.
speaking of Gould Academy will be held Mr. Lewis Mann and son, Edwin J.
in Odeon Hall.
Mann, went to Somerville to attend tbe
I funeral services which were held WedWest Bethel.
nesday afternoon, and on Thursday the
"If the day looks kinder gloomy,
remains were taken to Troy, Ν. H., for
An' youi- chances kinder slim;
I interment.
If fie altuatlon'* puzzlin',
An' the prospects awful grim,
Solon Curtis was taken to Dr. King's
An' perplexities keep pressln'
Hospital at Portland last Monday. He
Till all hope Is nearly gone,
was accompanied by his daughter, Miss
Ju«' bristle up. an' grit your teeth,
An' keep on keeptn' on.
Marion Curtis, who will remain in Portland during ber father's stay at the hosFumln' never wine a light,
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

Bethel.
Monday, Muriel and Ethel Bunting of

ι

evening.
C. W. Skillings has returned to Bolfiler s

mm».

Mr. Curtis in very low at this writing
Mrs. P. G. Oldham is gaining slowly.
Mrs. Sabta Robinson received a shower of post cards from her friends on hei
81st birthday, Feb. 22d, receiving 127.
Rockemeka Grange held its régulai
meeting Feb. 25th.
The friends of Miss Stella Getchell
She is atare sorry to hear she is ill.

tending ilebron Academy.

Mrs. I. G. Stiman is on the eick list.
Every ot>e around town ia having bad
colds or la grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Stillman are or
the sick list.
Darrell Bryant is more comfortable; hi
is at the Central Maine General Hospital
ill with appendicitis and other ailments.
I. G. Stiman is working for L. E. Irish.
Lorene Rolls has been sick with chicken pox, but is better now.
I). H. Conant ia boarding with hi*
brother, G Π. Conant.
Mrs. Johnson has gone to Rumford
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Hatch.
Mrs. Oliver has returned home sick.
She has been caring for her mother, Mrs.
P. G. Oldham.
May Johnson bas returned home after
oaring for her sinter, Mrs. Hatch.
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Hopkins are ver;
«ick.
Mrs. DeShon visited her sister, Mrs. I.

C. Kidder, Tuesday.
I. C. Kidder and C. H. Robinson attended the auction at Rumford.
Mrs. Edward Rolls visited her mother,
Mrs. H. E. Stillman, last Monday.
Locke's Mills.

Esma

Albany.

Hutchins

Mechanic Falls.
Frank Sloan

was

has

In

returned

Norway

on

to

recently.

TJe

"îhl'fan.tel

Wednesday

J)aJ.h"

Uined^

horrors of tbe early morning
hack nguln.
SuIn this dilemma my companion's
stead.
dan experiences stood us in good
Lie was with Gordon in the expedition
sticks
of 1876-7. He took our walking
and the
nnd umbrellas, and with these
a
blankets und tbe rugs be rigged up
of the
uice. comfortable tent in front
came

MrB„B*Frï2.'u»'.
Falls

Tuesday

terly meeting.

™" » MMb*n"
attend the union quar
A profitable session wat

to

reported.^orrm

^

^

tean:

οί

horses from colic Monday.
Mrs. J. F. Packard entertained tbf
Nezinscot History Clnb Tuesday. .Af
the meeting a lunch was
feature of which was a mammoth wasn
*
are a few scattered cases o!
mumps In town.

lire.

room
Sitting in this tent in our big
we at last got warm, and my fingers
R.
were able to bold a pen.—George
31ms in "Dagonet Abroad."

'"There

North Buckfleld.
Miss Georgie Warren went to Lewis
ton Wednesday, the lSth, and had a

operation performed
which was very

""'S'.

on

■"00β"βία,\1

her

rev

fo

our

ReEskimo 8oup Would Hardly Tioklo
fined Palates.
Kane and Dr. Hayes, the first white
whaler
men—apart from an occasional
some dif-to visit the Eskimos, found

tbroa

Mnmjav

themselves
ficulty in accommodating
In "The Toll of the
to local customs.
Arctic Seas" D. M. Edwards quotes
a
account of his flvt visit to

Deputy, also

Hayes'

H°omeè.''beThen Deplty

A party of young people from West
Torrey was call
Paris and Trap Corner attended the
ed on, as usual be gave us a helpfu
poverty ball at Paris Hill Friday evenspeech. We are always glad to
ing.
him
We then listened to a duet;ap«
U.rn." by Sister Kit
Bryant's Pond.
Arthur W. Davis bad his left arm Buck; mueic by tb.ch.ir; r.ldlog b
of
broken while cranking tbe the engine in Esther Damon; singing
Horn
i)V a|i for ten minutes; paper,
Andrews' grain mill Monday.
Royal; tabl...
Benjamin R. Billings lost a valuable Spirit,'' S*Mer Aim..h.rt
»k. »h.. o
Bubelor'a Home;
horse last week.
Washington; <lu®"ti"D'
Twenty-eight tickets were sold at the Lincoln and
with You till We Mee
station Wednesday
morning to the ine song, Godall be
felt it a day well spen
Again. We
Pythian Jubilee at Auburu.
Mrs. James L. Bowker was in Lewis- and wished many more to follow.

I

was not
as I supposed, that it
α group
hot. passed it to me over
of heads. At first my courage forsook
fixed upon me.
me. but all eyes were
and It would bave been highly impoI therefore ehut my
lite to shrink.
swallowed the
eyes, held my nose,
I was told afterdose and retired.
ward that It was their greatest delicatogether
cy—η soup made by boiling
blood, oil and seal Intestines."

ALL OF ONE NAME
3o They Had to Tag Each of the
Tom Hazards.

Wednesday afternoon.

Webster Turner died at bis home ο

Hersey Hill of the grippe ™ά4?βνβη'η
The funeral was held Monday, Rei
Samuel Eaton officiating. The body ws
carried to the Bell Hill burial ground i

Otisfleld for Interment.
Charles Turner of Worcester, Mass
was in town a few days laet week on a<

father.^

I

There were so many of one name thai
the bearer must have a descriptive
prefix lest he be lost in a concordan
Mr. Updike cites thirty
cultltude.
hvo Tom Hazards living at one tlm<

illness and death of hi

I

h0ffL"."p'»"D

a jolly good time.
The S. B. R. Club was entertained by
Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson Thursday after-

departure voting it

I noon.

Author,

George

i. I. «b.

md thus illustrates α few:
College Tom, because be had been at
college. Bedford Tom was his son ant
lived at New Bedford. Barley Tom

bo.pit.1,

Washington. I ^The*Olïord Grange rero.rob.red bot

sendin
The question box was opened and found Mise Bowie and Mrs. Spurr by
I
lovely flowers.
to contain some
puzzling questions. them
Mr. Orin Tracy, who has been sick f<
I Lots of fun was had over palindromes
M
brought in by Mrs. H. S. Robertson, a lone time, died Thursday evening. bee
but had
Napoleon's famous palindrome with the Tracy has been very sick week. Thur
I rest. Refreshments of cake and cocoa much better for the last
were served.
Tho next meeting will be dav afternoon be
since his illness and bad been op an
March 2.
I.
Tho ladies of the Baptist Circle will dr....d all day.
rt
dead very suddenly.
serve a dinner in tho Universalist vestry dropped
funeral will be held Sunday.
I March 1st.
Miss Inez Dean Dae gone to &ast
East Bethel.
Qeo. A.
Sumner to work for Mrs.
Ζ. W. Bartlett attended the E. of ]
Chandler.
Dr. C. M. Bisbee of Rumford wai in Jubilee at Lewiston Feb. 22.
F. B. Howe went to Boston with a ca rtown Monday and Tuesday of thin week.
While here he was the guest of Geo. E. load of potatoes last week.
A number from here attended tt «
Pulsifer.
Mrs. Margaret Heal ci is recovering drama given at Hanover last Frldi 7
from an attack of pleurisy and boart night.
Mrs. F. B. Ilowe visited relatives ι
trouble. She is able to sit up a part of
Bethel village last week and attende
the day.
Mise Ora Field of North Paris and Miss the drama given by the students c f
Alice Murch of South Casco, who is Gould Academy.
David Qaw of Cambridg», Mass., w: «
teaching in the Tuell District, took dinthe guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bartle it
ner with Mrs. E. G. Small Sunday.
Nahuro Morrill left for Lewieton Fri- last week.
Miss Elsie Bartlett visited her siete p<
day for treatment by a specialist.
Robert, son of Fletcher Parlin of Mrs. Herbert Lyon, last week at Rua

I

eee,n«dt5e.be,n J® Ï!

j

South Paris, is visiting his cousin, Gilbert Small.
C. M. Thomas has purchased an automobile.
The Mystic Valley Telephone Co. held
a
meeting Feb. 23d at Frank Young's
house.
Walter Wheeler of Groveton, Ν. H., Is
with his parent», Mr. and Mr·. A. B.
Wheeler.
Mr. and Mrs. Madison Ford of Hartford are receiving the congratulations of
friends here on the birth of a daughter,
Feb. 16. Mrs. Edith Thomas is taking
care of Mrs. Ford.
Charles Rverson attended the annual
jubilee of the Knights of Pythias at
Lewiston. About twenty member· of
Fidelity Lodge of this town were present.
It is expected that the North Paris
amateur dramatic company will present
the drama, "Conquered," at this place
Friday evening, March 3d. Daoce after
the play.
Miss Lillian Nordica Stone of Brunswick is the guest of her sister, Mrs. H.
F. Atwood.

Mrs. D. W. Nichols has been making
calls among ber neighbors.
Amanda McAllister and two
Mrs.
dangbters bave visited at ber mother's
in Harbor quite lately.
Joseph Pitts of Harrison waa at W. S.
Foi's Thursday.
Carl Farnham Is at home for a week at
Center Lovell from A. and Q. C. Lord'·
where be Is at work thia winter.

busi-

)

beeuuse he boasted how much barley
he raised from an acre; Virginia Tom
because he married a wife there; Lit
tie Neck Tom, from the farm of tha
name; Nailer Tom, the blacksmith
Fiddle Head Tom, an obvious resem
blance; Pistol Tom, wounded by oi
explosion of that arm; Young Pisto
Tom, his son; Short Stephen's Tom

the father low. against Long Stepben'i
Tom, the father tall; Tailor Tom needi
no

explanation.

The Georges fvere not so numerous
but they were distinguished as Bead
Bird George, of little legs; Shoestrlnf
Georjre. an opponent of buckles; Wij
George. Dr. George and Goveraoi

unknown but supposed to have been a
hot box. The mill will not be rebuil '·
Mr. Fox has moved to Slab City.
Ira Heald has sold one-half interest I
his mill to his son, Benjamin H. Heal<
Ν. T. Fox has two teams drawing pit
timber for J. G. Emery.
Mr. Tibbetts of Groveton, Ν. H., I n

l"

visiting relatives here.
Wiley's Hall is being

nsed as a skatin g
rink and many, both old and young, ai p
enjoying the sport.
John B. Kimball, who has been qull 0
ill for some time, Is now improving.

North Waterford.
Will Allen of Stonebam ia taking

cai

e

J

Country.
development in that

The Peace River

pai ■t
Owing to the
of Western Canada, west of Edmonto α
and the business impetus that ia no •
going on in that territory, and in ord< r
to adequately take care of the trek int
Peace River country where 15,000 ne'
homesteads will be offered for free entr
by the Dominion Government tbia yea
a daily exoept Snnday passenger trai d
will be
by the Grand Trun k
Pacific Railway between Edmonton an 1

J

operated

Edson, Alta., commencing

February

18th.

on

Mondaj

From the latter point the new Goven ^
ment wagon road enables settlers wit h
their effeota to travel with eaae and oon ι.
paratlve comfort in about one week1 ι
time to the Grande Prairie aa against tb β

longer and more expensive
through gateways east of Idson,

ronti •
wbio 1
oconpy from a month and « half to tw 0

much

months.

The new train 4lll leave Edmonto d
dally exoept Sunday at 6:30 A. M,, arriv }
at Edson (130 milea,) at 1:00 p. κ.. r<
taming leave Edson at 3:30 p. m.,· dall j
exoept Snnday, arrive Edson 10:06 P. «

WIFE GOT TIP TOP ADVICI.
wife wanted me te take our bo f
to the doctor to oare an aglv boll,
writea D. Frankel, of Strond, Okla. "
said 'pat Baoklen'i Arnica Salve on It,
She did so, and It enred the boll In 1
abort time." Qalokeet healer of Barai •
Scalds, Cota, Corna, Brniaee, Sprat m !
Tr
Swellings. Best Pile oare on earth.
It. Only 25c. at the pbarmaoy of the C
H. Howard Co.

"My

j

here, and for many it is none too soon. The old hat
looks pretty shabby and of course—now it is old style.

are

The Beet is the

mourn

for a considerable time.

which demands a life for a life
Should any one die at the first oppor
tunlf.v tl>cy kill some out*—they are no
foi
rery particular whom—to make up
"While we were at HumboR
It
l»ny." siiys Professor Prntt In the Wld(
World Mapi/.Ine. "a Malay died ο
dropsy lie was the first Mnlay wh<
Usui oxer rorne to that part, and tb<
Papuans jrreatly respected him.
torn

well.*

they said,

"•Very
-<hoot a Malay with

'we

mus

our bowB and ar
to pay for his death.' And soon
er or later some Innocent person woul<
he killed to square the account, whet
everyl)ody—except, presumably, thi
victim's friends—would be satisfied."
rows

A Disguised Toast.
At one time the officers under Lon
Howe refused to drink his health a
their mess, for, though a splendid ad

mirai, he was uot popular In the navj
account of a certain shynoss ant
want of tact wltb those about him
The chaplain, who was a protege o:
his lordship, was mortified at this an<
determined that tbe officers shouk
When calle<
drink eto Lord Howe.
upon for a toast one day he said, "Well
gentlemen. I can think of nothing bet
ter at this moment than to ask you t<
drink the first two words of the Tbin
Psalm, for a Scriptural toast for one*
may be taken from one of my cloth.'
The toast was drunk. Not one of tb(
officers Indicated by word or look tha
ho wns Ignorant of the words allude<
On referring to tbe Bible It wai
to.
found that the Third Psalm begins
on

"Lord. how are they Increased?"

Worth Her Weight In Butter.
Curious customs still prevail wltl
regard to marlrage. In some parts ο
Ugaudu the custom Is to offer el:
needles and a pack of India rubber foi

Some of/ tbe Kaffirs sacrifia
The Tartars of Turkestan glvi
the weight of the prospective wife ii
butter. In Kamchatka the price tb
ries from one to ten reindeer. Somt
savages require a certain amount ο
labor. Among tbe aborigines It la sale
the current rate for a wife Is a boj
of matches, wbicb prompted a Parli

a

wife.

oxen.

contemporary to speculate whether ont
of tbe French government boxes woulc
be

accepted

Quit· Pretty.
"I am no: ashamed of my la teal
book," said the author.
"Of course not." said tbe local critic
"I uotk-ed It* gilt edges and tbe beau·
tifully colored frootlaplece."—Atlanta
Constitution.

Hate suitable for yourg
old.
Dress, business
It will pay ycu
work.

knows the Stetson
for the best there is.
Last for years. Style always

stanch

see

good.

or
or
to

them.

NEW

Shirts

Hathaway Spring
JUST IN.

rts
We have just received a large shipment of these
better slii: s for
from the Hathaway factory. There are no
Coat Shirt or Band §}iirt, $i oo
the money produced.

provided

tests is

and $1.50.

in our

EYES

will receive every attention necessary
In bringing their defects to our

We

I

are

the trouble you will be provided
with glasses that will give perma-

still

CO.,

NOYES

H.

F.

nent relief,

Overcoats
selling WinterPrices.

and Suits at Bargain

observation, and after arcertaining

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS,

RICHARDS,

BOOKS !
SOUTH PARIS.
ANNUAL STATEMENT ΟΓ

are

Husbandry |
I Oxford County
Insurance
Mutual Fire
Company,
Patrons of

the

614 51

assessed

at

LIABILITIES.
614 51
$
4,700 00

Losses unpaid
Loan
Balfince

5,314 51

I

716 48

popular

of the

new

books
THE

Day'3

The latest is Holman

each.

leading Magazines

on

sale

Whatever your taste in the
find something to satisfy it

as soon as

published.

line, you will

reading

At the Pharmacy of

Co.,

Howard

H.

Chas.

6.080 99

$

$1.10
The

50 00

•

cheaper editions.

SKIPPER AND THE SKIPPED."

3,904 35

I Office furniture,

Our line of 60 cent Books is very complete. We
constantly adding new titles, as they come out in
We also have the most

OP SOUTH PARIS, MB.,
On tbe 3let day of December, 1910.
937.478 00
φ
Policies written In 1910
4,129 618 00
Policies in force Dec. 31,1910
49,236 00
1910
Notes written In
219.55S 00
Note· In force Dec. 31,1910
00
256£73
tbe
year
Increase In risks (or
14,03 0·
Increase In notes
on
13,260
Losses during year
609 Co
Officers bills
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
$ 1,179 4(4
Cash In Treasury,
697 00
52nd Assessment, unpaid,
1
2,076 641
Losses (Oct. 1 to Dec. 31),
84
2,289
but
unassessed,...
paid,
Losses unpaid and un-

Sucoeanora to P. A. SburtleS & Co.,

Maine.

South Paris,

Annual meeting second Saturday In January
at South Paris.
H.D. HAMMOND, Pres., Paris.
I
I JOHN A. ROBERTS, Sec. and Treaa., Norway.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.
Judiciary.

WHITE
SALE

Committee on Judiciary will give a public I
hearing In It· room at the State I louse In Au- 1
gusta,
The

March 3, at '2 P. U.
No. 172 On an act tc exteml the charter of the I
Hiram Water, Light and Power Company.
FREDERICK BOGUE, Secretary.

Legal Affaira.

Augusta:

devoid of the slightest pity or respec
for the deed or dying. although aftei
death they will often wall an<
q

50 CTS. TO $2.00.

Everyone

made by us are
Eye examinations
along modern, scientific lines. Every
new and necessary instrument for

public hearing
Cheerful New Guinea Custom Whlci
Causes Frequent Murders.
Everywhere !n New Guinea th<
traveler If continually brought face t<
face wltb death, and the natives an

and other makes, $2.00.

Various Styles of Soft Hats,
Black and Colors,

Hats. !

Stetson, $5.00.

I

brand,

our own

and proven.
Our guarantee back of it.

Bedford Deri >y

The Best In Soft

as

S.

A hat of

thoroughly tried

only.

We have the

Examinations.

I YOUR

DERBY. $2.25.

We have their
exclusive sale in this section.
stores

j Scientific Eye
makiog intelligent
equipment.

The Next Best is

i

DERBYS. $3.00.
You will find them at our

a

aged
1
persons
the most hearty person.
12
They come in two size 25packages,
cents. Retablets 10 cents, 36 tablets
member you can obtain them only at our
Chas. H.
store,—The Rexall Store.

Cheapest,

Lison & MM ItiB Noyes

tablet which ia eaten juat like candy.
either
They may be taken at any time,
their cauaday or night, without fear of
They
ing any ioconvenlence whatever. nauaea.
do not gripe, purge oor cauae
or
They act without caualng any pain
excessive looseness of the bowels. Tbey
delicate
are ideal for children, weak,
and
people as well as for

The committee

Murder I* au everyday occurrence
and nothing could be worse than th<
ford Falls.
In fact the]
morals of the natives.
have none. They thieve and lie wit!
Lovell.
and cunning which an
On the morning of the 18th Inst, tt e a persistence
steam mill of J. H. Fox at Lovell villaf r surprising.
The Papuans have a cheerful eus
The cause of the fire Ik
was burned.

of Henry Proctor who bad a paralyt ο
shock.
Roland Littlefield has got done woi k
at Stonebam.
Waterford Grange, No. 479, is Invite
Hebron.
to Bear Mountain Grange, South Wate
Mrs. Henry Bearce arrived here from ford, to an all day meeting Saturday.
her home in Washington, D. C., a few
George Morey recently visited his so n
days ago, called by the illnes of her Harry who boards at Fred Hazel ton's.
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Hazeltonand Hart y
father, Levi Merrill, who died Tharsday.
The Ladies' Circle
met with Mrs. Morey visited at Isaiah Hazelton'a Sui ι·
Ellen Gilman Tuesday.
day.
Allen H. Garret has gone to work ft r
Ε. M. Glover's youngest son George
while playing in the gymnasium Mon- Charles Marston.
Dr. Bradbury was called here recentl
day fell and hurt his arm very badly.
Mrs. Henry Sturtevant, who ha· been to see Mrs. W. H. Kllgore who was vet
in Mercer some time, got home yester- sick. She is on the gain now.

little.

Many

Perhaps no community more care
er
fully und frequently set forth Its
ratlc fancy than did tbe early settler!
of Narrairnnsett R. I., of whom W. Β
Weeden tells in "Early Rhode Island.'

^ Farris and wife accompanie
to
There was a dance here Friday even- bv Wilfred Perkins and wife went to
show in Portland Wednei
ing. After tbe dance a party of friends automobile
were invited to the home of Mr. and
A large number of tbe members of th
Mrs. Harry Jacob*. When the company
entered the dining-room they found an Knights of Pythias attended the annul
oyster stew and other refreshments jubilee in Lewiston Wednesday eveninj
Ladles of the Congregational A
awaiting them. After satisfying the inth
met with Mrs. John Robinson
ner man tbe time passed very pleasantly
with vocal and instrumental music. In *
Eliza Bowie has returned from th
the wee small hours tbe guests took their
Weet Sumner.

it forms

DERBY HATS

too

δαη(,**'Η

of the

conatipatlon,

treatment of

NEW STYLES IN

sure,

Rev L. R. Swan of Mt. Vernon an
Rev. Mr. Bobbins of the M. E. church c
this place exchanged pulpits
M Ε. circle met with Mrs. A. J. Ho
den and sister, Miss Hattle Andrewi

count

Now It's the New Things
To Show You.

jou
If you
cathartic·.
abould avoid strong drag· and
relief and
They only give temporary
aometiaee
tbelr reaction la harmful and
They
more annoying than constipation.
and tbelr tend·
in no way effect a cure
the already weak
ency la to weaken
come in contact.
organ· with which thoy
have the
We boneatly believe that we
deviaed.
beat conatipatiun treatment ever
that we
Our faith In it la ao atrong
that it
•ell it on the positive guarantee
It does
•ball not cost tne user a cent If
and comnot give entire satisfaction
This prep·
pletely remedy constipation.
Orderlies.
•ration is called Rezall
and most
These are prompt, soothing
They are made of
effective in action.
Their
a recent chemical diacovery.
odorless, tasteprincipal ingredient ia Combined
.with
leaa aud colorie··.
long
other well known ingredlenta,
In
the|
established for their uaefulneea

beautiful young damsel poured
a skin
of the contents of tbe pots into
to make
dish. and. after sipping it

Oxford.

I er.

Tend

to the

Bowel*.
are anbject to conatlpatioo,

some

™?„„"2.1de.l

ton Thursday, being called there by the
serious illness of Mrs. George W. Bowker.
Ml. Christopher Co., No. 41, will hold
their second annual military ball Friday
evening, March 3. The company will
give a drill, commencing at 8 o'clock
This will be followed by a ooncert from
Perry & Hubbs' Orchestra of Lewiston.
The manager will be Sergt. C. Lester
Heath. All
visiting Knights are reI quested to appear in uniform.
The mumps have struck town. RnsI sell Adams, a Yarmouth Academy student, is down with them, and is being
oared for at the home of Elbridge Crook-

cordial welcome

After a
native but
he was pressed to eat
"This," says Hayes, "was an invitathat It
tion which I feared, but now
be unwould
It
that
knew
I
come
had
of
wise to decline it. Tbe expression
in their
thanks was one of tbe few
I made the
language (but I knew, and
most of this. They langhed heartily
their
when 1 said koyenak in reply to
Invitation, and immediately a not very

P"Pftredh

prevailing epidemic.

Many Cathartic»
Cause Injury

to I

Howard Co.

AN ARCTIC DELICACY.

Sw. F.T\*bGibi5

State

with a

practiced the Indian clubs
but
heavy portmanteau in each band,
and the
•«till I felt my blood congealing,
nud

Spalding went to Boston Wed
nesday for a abort vacation.
Mr· Τ H. Lunt went to Baittmon
Thursday for a visit with her daughter,

younj

Norway Lake.
Ervin Bean of Auburn spent a night at
Mrs. Mabel Bartlettt of East Bethel
Mr. James Crockett's recently.
•pent last week at C. D. Conner's.
Charles Whitney died Feb. 18th.
George Cummings is so as to be out of
Asa Froat baa reoovered from the
doors again.
Mrs. Etbei Conner visited at Locke's grippe.
David Flood is improving some.
Mills one day last week.
Mrs. Webster Kllgore la aaid to be Ima good attendance at the
There is
at the Central Maine
dance· which are held at the town house proving slowly
General hospital.
every Saturday night.
ness

ClabdellKht;

Mr. Jame
Packard of Monmouth, who knows hoi
raise corn. He Kave us a very it.
■tructive talk in the morning. We tnei
viβited the dining ball where a generou
pital.
the
Miss Jennie Bradbury of Lewiston dinner was served, after which
for a
and Mrs. Nathan Flagg of Carthage are people enjoyed music and games
in th
was
Then the meeting
the quests of their mother, Mrs. Mary hour
lecturer's hands, "ho had
Bradbury.
Mrs. Elroy Davis is very ill from the

P. C. Fairbanks attended the Pythian
Jubilee at Lewiston last Wednesday.
Mrs. Will Bean lias returned from the
Central Maine General hospital.
Miss Grace Howe of Bethel is helping
care for Mrs. Abbie Jones.
Mr. aDd Mrs. Herbert Rowe of Bethel
were in town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Wilson of Portland
were at "Birch-haven" over Sunday, and
enjoyed a long walk on snowshoes
through the woods, and over the ponds.
Mrs. Abbie Trask and Mrs. Annie
Emery attended Grange meeting Satur day, Wednesday.
Hebron Grange held an all day meetday at Bryant Pond.
Mrs. Nellie Dudley, of "Dudley Cot- ing Wednesday and entertained Buckfield
and Mountain Granges. The day
tage," is visiting relatives and friends in was observed
as Washington's birthday.
Boston.
Mrs. Helen Bryant spent a day recent- Rev. Mr. Lamb of Buokfleld gave the
iddress. E. L. Torrey of Dixfleld, a
ly with Mrs. Geo. Tirrell at Milton.
former graduate of Hebron Academy,
Mrs. Frank Bennett is quite sick.
and others, made remarks. There was
Mason.
music and a fine dinner.
Mrs. Joseph Hlbbs still continues very
Hunting for brown tall moth nests ic
ill, and is now confined to her bed.
the order of the day.
Mr. Warren Tibbets of Auburn was at
returned
Mrs. Robert Cusbing has
home from Norway, where she has been A. M. Richardson's Wednesday.
working for Mrs. Harry Jackson.
West Lovell.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Bean of Albany
Mrs. Caroline Fox bas been sick under
visited friends in town one day this
the care of a physician.
week.
V. H. McAllister Is able to get out a
Ralph Cushing has finished work for
John Westleigh.
Eli A. Grover visited bis cousin, Mrs.
Irving Wilson, at Northwest Bethel, the
last of last week.
John Westleigh went to Roxbury with
four oxen, where he is going to work for
Norman Sanborn.

ihTbVo?d

BLUE STORES.

Avoid Harsh Drugs.

In

on
legal affaira will give a|
lta room at the State Houae In 1

Friday, March 10,1911.

Inland Fisheries and flame.
I

The Committee on Inland Fisheries nnd Game
will nlve a Public hearing In lta room at the
State House In Aug jsta, (>tate Museum),

Wednesday, March 1st, at 3 P. M.

prohibit the u*e of automatic I
Id hunting birds and |

jjins

..

..

S. B. & IS. PRINCE,
NORWAY, MAINE.

...

No. 79. Petition of Β. B. Leach and F. C.
At wood and 85 others, asking that a law be ensctel prohibiting the shipping of wild hares or
rabbits outside of the State of Maine.
No. 96. An act
tnd muskrat.

relating to trapping of beaver

to March 4

inclusive.

I

No. 145. Act additional to law In relation to
South Parle Village Corporation.
ALTON C. WHEELER, Secy.

No. 67. An act to
shot
and
id repeating Γ
animals.

February 18

I

No. 144. Act to revive and extend charter of
South Parla Light, Heat and Power Company.

|

No. 100. Ad act to amend sectloo 41 of chapter 32 of the revised statutes, relating to flsbways.
No. 102.

An act to

hook, so-called,
uait containing

or a
more

prohibit

spinner

tnan

the

one

or

of a gang
other artificial

use

book.

I

|

No. 103. An act to prevent the accidental
•hooting of human beings In the banting season.

WE SELL THE

No. 106. a η act to amend section 17 of chapter
222 of the Public 1-aws or 19U9, relating to use
of dogs, jsckligi ts, snares or trap· In hunting

leer,

moose or

Bass Shoes!

caribou.

No. 108. A η act to amend section 22 of chapter
32 of the Revlied Statute·, relatlog to non-resttent hunting llcenae·.

I

An act to regulate the hunting of I
No. 111.
mlDk, sable, fisher, Iyox, otter, fox, akuok and [

raccoon.

No 112. An act to legalise game
fish farming in the State of Maine-

The most serviceable shoe made.

farmlog and

No. 114. An act to prohibit the throwing of
«awdust and other mill waste into the lakes,
pond· and streams In this State.

They are made by skilled workmen,
of good solid leather throughout,

I

|

No. 115. An act to amend Chapter 407 of the
private and »i*clal law· of 1903, as amended, re-

and will stand the hardest

lating to fishing in the tributaries to Bryant
pouii. which pond is situated In tbe town of
Woodstock, Oxford County.

of any shoe in the market to-day

Petition of Ε. B. Billing* and 24
No. 116.
others, resident· of Woodstock, Oxford County,'
restrictions from
In said Woodstock.

to remove

brook

fishing

In

Prices

Village

No. 117. An act to regulate tbe catching of I
black bass In Penneaaeewaaaee lake In Norwa>,
Oxford County.
No 119. Petition of Perley Adam· and 60
other·, reaidenta of Stoneham, for the repeal of
tbe law prohibiting tbe taking of smelts from
Great brook and Cold brook, In the towns of
Stoneham and Lovell, in Oxford County.
S ΕΤΗ F. CLARK, Secretary.

We

$6.00.

a

are

agents for the W. L. Doug-

las Shoe for Men and the Queen

Quality Shoe for Women.

J. F. PLUMMER,
CLOTHIER

radiant, or money

BOTICB.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ha·
been dnly appointed executor of the last will
and testament of
JOHN E. MOOSE late of Boekleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond· aa the law directe. All persons having
demands against the eatate of aaM deceased are
desired to present tbe same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay.
ment Immediately.
Feb. list, 1911.
FBEDXRICK B. DIM.

to

statement.

Hair Grows Thin.

back.
Jnne 17, 1010.
"I have used Parisian bage and It has
been very beneficial to my hair, stopping
It from falling ont, caring dandruff, and
making It much thicker and nicer."—
Miss Helen R. Sherman, 281 Hughee St.,
Berwick, Pa.

$1.76

pair of the $3.00 Russet
Bluchers.
They will prove our
Try

Use Parisian Sage in Time
and Prevent Baldneee.
If your hair is growing thinner and
thinner and causing you anxiety go to
Chaa. H. Howard Co. to-day and get a
large bottle of Parisian Sage for only 60
It la such a delightful and reoents.
freshing dressing that you will like to
use it regularly.
Parisian Sage is guaranteed to stop
falling hair, and itching scalp, to eradicate dandruff and make tbe hair lus-

trons and

wear

31

AND

MARKET SQ.,

FURNISHER.

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

CASTORIAfriflfutsindCHte £·■"?· Λ
III KM Yii Hill Alms ImM
NOTICE.
The aobacrlber hereby gives notice that he
ben duly appointed administrator of the
Mtftte of
LUCINDA 0. COL* late of Babel,
■ the Coantj of Oxford, deceased, and gtren
tonda m the taw direct*.
All persons ha?·
ng demand· against the Htau o ! aald de*M6d are desired to preaeat the earns tor lettlenent, «ad all Indebted thereto an requested to.
IM

,»,ÏÎnSiB,~iu!ÏÏi«..w«eaT.

ι

/

I
pu ΦχίβνΛ §emacx*t

soItth PAKIS=

SOUTH PAK1S rosT orrica
A. M-to

SOUTH I*AU·
r»A!N» ΙΛΑΤ*
S* A· *·. J»IlT ; » Λ) A. )
Γοίηβ <U»wn east.»—S
Suaday; « * r. H·, 'tally.
·*·
S35p.|
λ .--it -9:30 Α. Μ., dally;
8:47 r.
dally.

Miaa Edith Maxwell la at home from
ber teaching in Maiden,
Maaa., fora
stay of a week.

JÛVeïcept
■

^ΐ,«Α0«μ»3ω·1*τ;

CHUKCHI*.

Mr. and Mra. A. W.

Conitruational Church,

Κβν. A. 1. McPreaching service, 10:4S a
*h.,r«er P»ak>r.
il v> A. M.; T. P. 3. C. Κ. β.-00
■»,
*
KvenlDi service 7Λ0 F. M.; Church
y
at Τ JO p. k.
aiefiln* Wednesday evening
.M.1 rw'.be connected, are cordially In-

i':,"aot

ïeta

Ά

1

oil
-,

»
«

Sab.
reaching service 10-44 A.
Y. P. S. C. Κ.. β:15 ρ.
χ
Τ " »·. Μ ; Wednesday evenlne
AU are
Seau free.
7·»·.

j*

β'ρ"

meeting of the Woman'»
Missionary Society of the Baptist cburch

will be held with Mrs Morse next ThursWe hope a
day, March 2d, at 2:3u.
good number will be present.

P'.eisan Kebekah Lodoe, No.
ii.l and fourth Fridays of each

There will be a meeting of-the Board
Fellows' Hall.
Kim hall Poet, No. 148. meets I of Trade this
Monday evening at 7:30
-1 Saturday evenings of each
! it the asaesaora'
office.

K. Hail.
:iball Circle. Ladles of the G. A
nd shlrd Saturday evenings o"
•n brand Anna Hall.
.a L. Chamberlain Camp meets
lay clgh'. after the full of thtk
ν.

v,
.rt·.

tb<
■vue
V.v

oo

a e
rt
« *Bf

I'

-second and fourth
?

:

B

i,

f.

4τ

Mil

of icb

Monday· of

Special meeting· will be

N'orway Baptiat church

Lodge, No. 181.
Stony
fourth Wednesday evenings
an
Brook

rial!, Lewiston,

Λ. l>avii attended the execuconvention
ng of the Baptist
te
rvi
Monday. He also attendit \\
at
Mechanic
ed ·..
[.idrterly meeting
Kail" Tuesday and Wednesday.

Adkins has been at home for a
Β
where he in
few ,»ya (roin LvnD, Ma·»».,
g al this time for tlie
-,
wedding of bis
D. A<lkins. and Mies A lie» m. Harlow
"

MlfOM

Mr Wal-er C. Hlak· letter.)
Mr·· -lulia M»r«e (letter.?
M!·* (irace >n>>w (tard.)
Mr * H Rversvn (cant.)
Mr- E. A if v;Uwr icard.)

that Mr. and Mrs. Ε
It ■< iti'.er···
I remove to Uardiner, where
ic
F
Mr Cla* >n h is m uncle who is a lawyer
who is a physician, after
in«J a
as superintend'· s lesikto.ttiuD
λ
Mr.
Is takes etlect, and he beent of s
with
D. C. Heath &
:
ation
gins
>

Co.

The :>e ta Alphas gave a reception to
their ne» members at the Baptist vestrv
Ttatrs Uy rvetiiog. A lunch was servetl,
ill y uog ladies were duly initiated,
and a .eaeral good time was enjoyed
Miibers were Misses Jessie V.
The new
-ie Chapman. Eulalia Millett,
Toi a.-ι q.
k. Sadie Swallow, and Rena
M ear «b.

Questions in Geography.

ro the Editor of the Democrat:
Apropos of your inquiry, ία the Demorat of Feb. 14, an to bow many can,
right off the reel," tell what the capital
f Missouri is, I venture to propound a
which alt>w questions in geography
most everybody would feel insulted if
barged with being unable to answer
right off the reel."
1. How many states are there in the

Let's nee. what about those Candle
C andlemas was three weeks
ud ha f ago, but according to recol
lection it w.»* just such a day as delights
the heart f the be iever who bas seen
Yet unless the evienough of winter.
dence of the coalbins and woodpiles is
fa se, we've hrd three weeks of good
itre u u■> winter weather following Canmas saw*

urao

! Nicaragua,
ana C'o<»U Rle*.

at

It is understood tbat Hamlin Lodge
roke tbe record in this competition,
iaking a score between four and five
mnts higher than was ever before made
tbe work on tbe rank of Knight ainee
be Jubilee was established.

Tribou.

Uuù

night,

C. C—J. K. Everett
V. C.—C. M. Johnson.
Ρ relet»·—.J. Κ Kenncy.
M. of W.—Δ. C. Maxim.
M. at Α.—Γ. Ε. Harrows.
Herald—Κ Κ. Shaw.
Monitor—T. 8. Barnes.
Pythagoras—Ε. M. Dunham.
Scribe— Howard Maxliu.
Attendant—E. S. Jones.
King— F. A. Taylor.
Senator»—Jame< 8. Wright, Charlee M. Tlt»mb. R. L. Cummlng·, C. W. Howker. W. E.
Penney, T. 8. Barnes. i>. M. Stewart, A. H.
ttckson. Λ. W Walker, Edward E. Shaw.
I. (i.—E. L. Kennev.
O. G.—C. W. Burgess.
vjuar·!*—W. T. Wetherell, H. N. Porter.
Attendants—C. L. Shaw, S. S. Maxim, Ε. M.
Illlelt, Κ. K. Curtis
Kan It Master— F. E. Kimball
Musical Director— Howard W.Shaw.
Committee of arrangement*—Ο- K. Bowker. J.
Kenuey.C M. Johnson.

Schnu'T, at Norway on Wotineeday.
Ad*ert:*eiJ îetteri ami poet cards in
rifcl Feb. 27:
So'j'h

Ttk Seneca Club Is eutertained this
V od^y evening by Mrs. P. E. Hath^*ay and Mrs. Clason at Mrs. Hatha•sj'e. Central America is the topic t>>
b«i! idied. and the full programme of
the meeting is:
EL.: ( all— Quotations frum Kate Dounlas*
«-'tub
wt^tn,
Mrs W. V. Mortju
Mrs. Rlxiii,
bit. ij Uoa! Situation, Climate, Resource;»,
Mr» C'lasou
Prie l,.al Town· and Inhabitant·»,

Wednesday

vhich there was an attendance estimât·
id at 2500.
Hamlin Lodge brought
tome tbe prize for the work in compeition in the rank of Knight—a large porrait of Supreme Chancellor George M.
Sanson of Calais. Much work bad been
lone in preparation for this event, autl
he Knights of Hamlin Lodge are naturally elated at carrying off tbe prize,
["be members of the team as it worked
t Lewiston are as follows:

:

C. Guy Buck bad hi» leg broken last
some bolts of wood rolling
was assisting bis
ntt it, while he
father in loading and unloading a sled at
The small
au pu e on Pleasant Street.
booe vif the lower leg was broken near
theaak'.e, and the large bone was crackedit a higher point. The foot was also
.named somewhat. He will be laid up
for mine time with it.

Tuesday,

Between fifty and sixty members of
Iamlin Lodge, K. of P., attended the
Vestern Maiue Pythian Jubilee at City

Kt

î;rtiiay by

on

Hamlin Lodge Wins the Prize.

t

pjt

WDM

held in tbe

and Thuraday of thia week.
The services will be conducted by Rev.
S. A. Davia and Rev. B. C. Wentwortb.

Wednesday

:n Lodge, No, SI, meets everr
,'ΐϊ At Pvthlaa Hall.

ί*

J. Hastings Bean, President.

The W. A. F. V. met at tbe home of
Mra. E. A. Davia last Monday evening
For a class meeting and social. A very
pleasant evening waa enjoyed. Miss
Vera York was tbe gueat of tbe evening.

.'ive and cent goods hits been
tlie u^per store of the Δ. Ε
Sbur etl Co.
here from
irre Mathews is
M
ra stay of tone two week*
Br;.
I Wrn. J. Wheeler.
Λ

A !

Everybody

come.

,-!s Granite, from May 1 to Oct. 1.
third Saturday; during the
...e year, meets every Saturday, In

I/.

ι

Sunday.

The annual

,:u

«,

"v

and

Mrs. W. El. Adams and Mrs. C. H.
Kimball arranged a post card shower
last Thursday for Mr·. Ε. V. Canwell,
who has been shut in all winter. She
received one hundred cards.

.i. ·:

regular

la»» r

Saturday

Mra. Angie W. Cutler entertained a
few frienda at ber home on Oxford Street
Thursday afternoon. Ligbt refreshment·
were served, and a very enjoyable afternoon was spent.

STATE» MKKTISOS.
Re ru la.
l'arl Lodge, So. 94.
evening on or before full moot..
mee
Mount Mica Lodge,
e»«nl*< of eacn week.—Aurora
-et and third Monday evening

fi

Bridge of Megnestsof Mr. and Mra.

ance.

lurch, Kev C hester Gore Miller,
1 i»îc service every Sunday at
Sunday School at M M. Y*. P. C. V.

■

H

W. H. Adama

Kewley,
rnlagirayermeetlnglO.UOa.
It· 45 A. v.; Sabbath School

1λ

were

The work of putting on abeathing in
New Hall and the atairway leading to it
baa begun, and other repair· will be
Pastor
*.; ! made on the hall to improve it· appear-

Church. Ret. T. S

^

I
*ΤΓ

chanic Fall·

V.iwurtb League Meeting too r. n.;
»·
Wednesday evening 7:30; claeV: *f venlng 7:30.
h. Kev. E. A. Davis, Pastor

f. M

1

M tea Vera York of Lewiaton baa beei 1
the gueat of Mian Faith Davia
during th< 1
past week.

Cgœmenclo* September », 1910,

5

Signa of spring. The laat two dàyi ι
something like It.
W. R. Fletcher of
Worceeter, Mas·., ii

look

Misa Eflie Hardy of
Haverhill, Maaa.
ia the gueat of frienda here for a week.

tfBASU TKCMK EAILWAT.

Γ.Ϊ

meeting.

in town for a ahort time.

: :*>
l_ni«e Hour»·

w„{

On· WNk to town

I Jnion?
2. Can you, in five minutes, give the
t ames of tbem all? If not, can you do it
j □ 10 minutes?
3. Can you, in 10 minutes, give the
t apitals of all the states?
4.
How many courties are there in
j laine, what are their names, and what
2 re their capitals (shire towns or cities)?
Try these simple problems in geogι aphy, readers of the Democrat, and retort the results to the Democrat's Gossip

Editor.

Examinbb.

Additional

to

our

Water

Charter.

An act additional to tbe act of the last

authorizing a municipal
system for Soutb Paris Village,
| tas been introduced in the present legis< ature, and a hearing on it i· ordered for

1 egislature,
rater

10th of March. Tbe act is in accordMrs. Hatbawav
ance with a suggestion made by a correMrs Shurtleff
pondent in tbe Democrat a few week·
Mrs. Stanley
! ince, and is as follows:
I be

The Woman's Christian Temperance
Union ad a very interesting meeting
Section 1. Chapter One Hundred
Tue* sy afternoon in tbe Congregational
of tbe Private and Special Laws of
veitrv
Tbe tine programme was pre
J rorty
Nineteen Hundred Nine, in relation tu
parcI by Mrs. Annie Swett and Mrs.
is
Cm Talbot. The quotations were from I be Soutb Paris Village Corporation,
the followFra:; » W Hard. Tbe instructive arti- ' tereby amended by adding

in other ng:
"Section 11. And for the purposes of
encouraging. Tbe
Cmou voted to raise fuuds for vigorous his act the $iid South Paris Village Coris hereby further authorized to
» r<
'be coming campaign in this I poration
purchase tbe real estate, pipes, fixtures,
auction
an
]
have
state
to
voted
They
franchise of any water companies
•ometiaiein April, also to make a col- < ,nd
within the limits of
lect in of old rubbers. All member» > iow in operation
aod frien<!s of the Union are asked to ι aid Village Corporation."
cite

•i»t c<

η

tbe

results of

«ver·

most

prohibition

contribute.

Barnes Forms Law Partnership.
It was recently announced in the

Itr.

the

"Cy Whittaker's Place" wil! be
ca;'s next serial story. It is by
Joaep!î c. Lincoln, author of "Cap'»

Dean

En J! j many other bright and enter·
tainin^ .txries. The Democrat is very
Irsnk and free in making fair literary
critic <rr. of tbe stories which it pub
li»hes, aud it is to be said of "Cy Whittaker'· Place," as can be said of tbe
laru*.- number of things ever written,
that κ w >uld have been better if told in
three f art be the number of words used.
Ûut yo : want to read it for all that. I»'«
•bat .vilon Chase used to call "good
•My reading," and will amuse and entertain you. Watch for the opening of it,
•bich will come in a week or two.

democrat that Hon. Charles P. Carnes
if Norway, who has been assistant atorney general of Maiue for the past two
rears, would, after that office shall cease
j ο exist, engage in the practice of law at
ioulton. It is now announced that Mr.
| 3arnes bas
formed a partnership with
ra G. Hersey of Houlton for the practice
under the firm name of Hersey
1 if law
Mr. Hersey has been in
fc Barnes.
practice at Houlton for the past thirty
;
He is tbe present representative
rears.
;
η tbe Maine legislature fr<un Houlton,
>ne of tbe leading members or the house,
md also served in the preceding legislaMr. Barnes is a native of Arooate.
:ook County, and resided there before
1

Aretas Shurtleif, formerly of Pari*
»nd a member of one of the beet known
families of the town, died in Portland
Sunday morning. A week before hi*
death he fell and fractured his hip, and
tailed rapidly from that time. Por some
tine he had been quite intlrm, and for
'be past year or two had been nearly
b'iod He was only about a month les»
thsn >7 years of age. De went to Portland when ltf years of age, and has ever
•ince lived there, tbongb a frequeot visit j
or to his native town.
For a long time
be *a« >n the wholesale grocery business
'n Portland, and was later in the busiηβ»β of broker in that city for some ;
?·«»
He leaves one son, Η. B. Sburttat of Portland. Mr. Shurtleff was one
» targe
family of children of Alvih
Sbnrtlefl, of whom now two survive,
fr»· Nancy Whitman of South Paris and
Sylvan Shurtleff of Portland, both in tbe

•ighties.

Look! Have you heard the news? N»>!
*bat i· the latest? Tbe ladies of the
tni?er*aliet Good Cheer Society will!
b«ld their annual sale at Good Cheer
Hall
Wednesday and Thursday of thi*
*wk, March 1 and 2. Tbe sale opens !
•*2 o'clock Wednesday and continues
tQruugh Wednesday afternoou and evenThursday afternoon. There will |
&· the usual
fancy work, apron, candy
•"d handkerchief table», a five and ten
c*nt counter with
great bargain· and a
*f»b for tbe children. There will alao b·· |
* food
table where food of all kinds and
description will be aold, also thb nicest
>ce cream that can
possibly tempt the
paiate. Pr>>m this table luDche· will be
*rved of almost everything from chaiQK lish dishes down to dougbnutaand
su
make your plans if you go
^•ai.eaday afternoon to atay at the ball
"r your
lunch supper and take in tbe
•*eoing sals and listen to the musio disbursed by Shaw's orchestra. Oo ThursFriday evenings in N#w Hal·
if.
•HI be
given the drama "Willowdale",
for which are now on sale at
"«ward's drug store. 25 cent· to ·Π
P**ts of tbe hall, but the earlier
you aet
your seats the b«ttw
tbey will b·. Cbilunder 12, 15 o«nts. Good muaic
vack

J

!?

j^kets

evening.

;oming

to

Norway.

Sorry,

But Too Late.

Elsewhere i· this paper appears a
:ominnoicatioo in regard to t je sewer
question, and others on the same topic,
from different viewpoints, are neceaaarily
emitted because they were received at so

late a time. The Democrat welcomes to
its columns reasonable discussion of all
public matters, from whatever standpoint, but physical limitations are something that can not be got out of tbe

way.
If these commanioations had been in
tbe Democrat office by 10 o'clock Thursday, tbey might bave been used. The
printer expects to put himself to considerable trouble to make up for the
tardiness of others, but there is a limit
to what he can do.
More

Wrong

Population

Figures.

In the Gazetteer of New England
which is a portion of the A. B. C. Pathof
finder Railway Guide, the town
Waterford is given a population of 1.017
oorreci
which is 1,000 in excess of tbe
Bethel is gives
figures, and tbe town of
is 1,113 lesi
a population of 728, which
than the corrrot dgurea, the fgurei
which tbe Guide erroneously gives foi
foi
the town being tbe correct figures
Guide'a populatlot
the village. The
ar
to
figures are, or are intended tbe be,
figurei
cording to tbe census of 1900,
beei
for the 1910 ceosus not having
the publics
made public at tbe time of
the Guide.
tion of tbe latest number of

Card of Thanks.
our kin<
We wish to sincerely thank
for tnslr assist
friends
and
neighbors

and sympathy during our
fiora
bereavement, also for the beautiful
offerings.
Swallow.
recen

ance

Mbs. Isabjcll*
Sola B. Swallow.

Tow· Meeting B—hw.
There will be aomethlng doing town
meeting day. For that matter, there el·

But tbi· year the aewer qneewaya is.
tton will rage again, and there le no reason to doubt, from what baa already
been eaid, written and printed, that
there will be a lively time over It
In the town meeting warrant which la
now potted, there are three articlee re·
latin* to the aewer queatlon. It la
doubtleaa remembered by every one,
that at the annual meeting laat year It
wm voted to ralae the aum of 13500, to
be aaaeaaed at the rate of f700 each year
for five year·, to extend the South Pari·
•ewer, and the fee for entering the aewer
waa fixed at
twenty-five dollara per
bouae, and ten dollara additional for
each additional tenement. One article Id
(be warrant calia for the rescinding of ao
much of thia vote aa relate· to the fixing
of the fee. Another cal la for the rewinding of the vote to raise funda for the
sewer.
The third article calls for the
expenditure of all the money now appropriated for the purpoae in one year.
92100 of it to be raised by loan, and
assessed aa
originally voted. The
ground for this move ia the economy of
doing all the work in one job, instead of
four small ones.
These three articlee in the warrant
read as follows:

V

NOBWAY.

MMkir

evening was ablgsncThe house wa· crowded to the

cess.

'"The'stated annual

oonvooatlon of the

Sovereign College of Allied Masonlo and
Christian Degrees of Amerloa was held
at Masons' Hall Wednesday evening.
The degree of Masons Eleot of TwentySeven or Grand Tylers of Solomon was |

*'· -s ir

zr°°·"
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from

Our Stock Reduction

fer

Chllira·
Relieve Fevwlthiiess, Bad Stomach, Teething
Disorder·, move and regulate the BowM* and
Uiod by
are a pleasant remedy for Worms.
Mothers for 23 years. They .never fail. At all
Druggists, '23c. Sample FREE. Address, A. 8.
7-10
Olmsted, Le Hoy, N,Y.

The ladies' minstrel «how at the opera

'house Tuesday

«ν|Ί IwMt P»wd»ri

Is

our

wHryra"~
'much" lnb,»ritrtbl|'„°
gjgMd

A Mail's Stomach
«fust as Good, ος Bad as He

—

SALE

raoiATi lonoia.
To iIIminm InUtwMd ta either of the eatatea
hereinafter named :
At * Probate Court, held at Partajn M*1 tol

—

made
Makes It
has been a success in every sense of the word. We have
on If they Me oaoM :
If you are bleased with a good stomlow
with our
Whitney late of Boston In the
Emma Ε
customers
of
happy
hundreds
ach be thankful and make op your
Commonwealth of MaaMChuaetU, deceaaed:
so in
oltlwe.
thereof
mind to keep it good.
to close the sale Feb. 28th, and have said
copy of will and pétitionner probate
We
presented by Walter L. Gray, the executot
If yoa bave a bad stomaob; one that
ing. Work on the P. M. and Μ. Ε. M. genuine
but we find at this time that we
named.
advertisements,
our
all
of
make· you feel miserable after eating;
#
to make
and we believe that
one that turn· your food aourand causée still have a large variety of
plate glass was pot in place people.atruggllng
Ihelr famille·,
in the stores in the
gas to belch np in the mouth, then you
thus far to take
unable
been
have
alar
out
him
Mr
who
ieneroua
by
upon
by H. B. Foster and Y. W. Hills.
at once and turn your there are many
oroc°d»e tear· want to get baiy
that reason
for
and
low
sale,
Foster store will be one of the most atbad atomaoh into a good one.
this
of
very
advantage
for widows aod poor people.
ror
tractive stores in the state when fully
How oan this be done? you ask.
kmerr Wentworth late of Porter, deeaaead;
tome
this sale
petition that Kliaworth W. Sawyer or
furnished. In both stores steel oe lings
Simply by using daily the best preother auluble person be appointed aa r<'mlncover the burned and stained plaster |
for stomach ailments ever
scription
deceaaed,
of
Mid
preeaat·
the
mute
Utrator of
·»
written.
ed by Mary E. Went worth, widow.
Norway people went to Port-1
What is the name of this prescription?
Mary
iaa Warren late of Hebron,deceaaed ;
°'
land Wednesday where they attended |
Wherever civilisation exist· it u
for determination of collateral In·
petltior
neiitanee
tax preMnted by Jamee A. Flander·,
the auto show with a view of purchasknown as MI-O-NA.
executor.
Chas. H. Howard Co. sell it for 50
ing a machine later in the ββ»β0°·
n
Qn
B. Farrle of Oxford,
The annual town report for 19101911
cents a box ; they do more ; they guarao
and we ttuir H. and Carl
We will enumerate a few of our many
minora; petition for llcenM to Mil and convey
was given to the citizens Thursday. It
tee it to relieve stomach distress, in five
real estate presented by Boacoe P. Staples,
is
large. guardU.n.
is a veiy attractive report of the variyus
minutes ; they go even farther and say : have many more.
Come now while the assortment
town offices, containing some seventy
if MI-O-NA doesn't cure indigestion,
medium toe, sites 5, 5 1-2, β and β 1-2, the George W. Fitch late of Hiram, deceaMd;
Walk
Blucher
Overa,
Men1·
Kangaroo
acute or chronic, or any diseases caused
fifth account presented for allowance by Joba
pages, and is a very good statement of
'"· "·» "> r>li»
There are about
P. Kite j, trustee under the will for aald de.
95.00 grade for 13 80.
Art. 17. To tee If the town will vote to rescind the town's affaire.
by stomach disturbance they will give
and
1-2
for ibe benefit of Fred W.and Webster
7
0,
β
ceaMd,
1-2,
7,
and
small.
medium
6,
the vote paue<l at oor last annual town meeting, forty town offices, great
toe, 5,
you your money back, without any Men'· Patent Leather Bala Walk Overa,
Pitch.
giving partie· the right to enter the aewer to be The total valuation was
$1,336,373.00 |
haggling or red tape.
for
13.69.
constructed at Sonth Parla, anil make any modi$5.00 grade
Itmii late of Paris, deceased: petition
Poll» taxed. 771.
And this guarantee means that MI8 1-2 John
fication thereof.
for detertnluatton of collateral Inheritance
" Soulb
Blucber Walk Overs, medium toe, 5 1-2, β, β 1-2, 7 1-2,
O-NA stomach tablets, as most people Men's Patent Leather
Us presented by Nathaniel G. French, execu#19.00 per thousand
Art. 18. To eeelf the town will vote to rescind
tor.
and Θ, $4.00 grade (or $2.98.
call them, will cure biliousness, nausea,
dollar·.
the vote paesed at our laat annual town meeting,
»
27 319.82
β 1-2, 7, 7 1-2, 8
5
to raise funda for and conatruct r public aewer (WciAmonte,
·ι., β»
nervousness, heartburn, foul breath, Men's Patent Leather Blucher Walk Overs, narrow toe, 5, 1-2, β,
Edmond T. Maine late of Fryeburg Academy
β
»
taxes
Abatementof
thereyear,
per
modification
at South Parle, and make any
Grant, deceased ; final account preMnted for
nightmare and sleeplessness.
Totfll personal property on town
and Θ, $4.00 grade for $2.49.
of.
allowance by J. Hasting» Bean, trustee under
^
2|979.78
It means that MI-O-NA is such a
and
$4.00
7 1-2
8,
the will of Mid deceaMd for the benefit of
«W.ae
Men's Calf Blucher Walk Overs, narrow tue, 5, 5 1-2, 0, 6 1-2, 7,
Art. 19. To tee If the town will vote to hire the BalaBMÎMrsInet farm for year,
·
Fannie Brown.
wonderfully good remedy that it quickly
full amount granted and raised for aewer pur There are four Inraate». ^ oungest,
bulldio« '»
turns a bad stomach into a good one,
grade now $2 09.
final
poaes In south Parla village., by vote of town
I think the roter· generally In th«
44; olde»t, 60.
Emily A. Chaac fate of Parla, deceased;
«
8K8A4I «y,
that will stay good, strong and vigorous, Men's Walk Over Oxfords, Black and Tan, $4 00 grade for $2 98, $3.50 grade
meeting for 1910, under Article It) for that year. Expense of town i>oor off
account preMnted for allowance by James 8.
inc,«ded.
g
·· 289
-s» 40
^
due after the 1911 assessment, namely #2100, for 902 orders drawn amounting to,
·
as long as it is treated right.
Try
Wright, administrator.
for $2.C9,
reelv voted for it, aod the only kick w* just
Immediate uae In constructing aald aewer, and For
reeiy
ordinary town expenses and apMI-O-NA ye men of weak stomachs, you
lnatruct the Treasurer to hire same on notes payBlack and Tan, $3.50 grade for $2.09.
propriions.
lave to make le that it coat
and
Oxfords,
Boots
Fitzu
Men's
Shoes,
Chas.
assessed
to
be
amount
is
aald
It
able #700 annually,
take no risk.
guaranteed by
Town officers' salarie» range from
louble what was flret called for.
12 and 8, $3.50 and $4.00 grades
as provided for In aal l Article 18, namely $700
$2 to $498.
H. Howard Co. and druggists every- Odd lines of Men's Shoes, 5, 5 1-2, 6, β 1-2, 7, 7
4493 oo
kDOW ie ■ P°w,o neceesity.
each year for three years, also to lnatruct the The first selectman received,
William B. Webster late of Parts, deceased:
where.
now $1.69.
Treasurer to pay the Interest ou aald aum from Second,
,„7
* prlvate benefit, and
petltlor. for an allowance out of personal
ll»!oo
aewer entrance feea.
for $4.50, $5.00 grade for $4.00.
.
Third,
$6.00
Grain
Russia
grade
of
Blucher,
increase·
the
value
eaute preMnted by Amy A. Webster, widow.
Men's
Cut,
lireotly
High
500 0o
NOTICE.
Aside from this matter there are no W
»°°
We claim that it ie a matt*
Amie C. Cole late of Gllead, deceased; petiThe subscriber hereby gives notice that he Men's House Slippers at cost and less.
mattera in the warrant which have been Norway Building AssoclaUon for rent for
,nd 'bould be put has been duly appointed administrator of
tion for dl· free ordering payment of general
of Boys' and Youthe' Shoes at very low prices.
^
Odd
lots
^
legacies presented by Henry C. Peabody, ex·
the aubjecta of aoy considerable amount
η and paid for by tbose needing it and the estate of
100.00
street fountains,
all sizes, the $4.00 grade for $2 98,
Co.,
ecutor.
late
of
Norway'Water
8.
OLDHAM
Peru,
Blucher
ELIAS
Sorosis,
nearly
Leather
Patent
Women's
of discuaaion. The warrant haa 33 artiλ we know the most of those are welland
TRUST FONDS.
given
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
Ami· C Cole late of Ullcad, deceased; peti$3.50 kind for $2.69.
cles, but the great part of them relate to
ihey Should bonds as the law directs. All persons having
tion for determination of collateral Inheritance
Mary A. Buck trust fund,
mattera of regular business, which come Sarah I». Hawkins trust fund,
**8
jot ask other and poorer people to assist demands against the estate of said deceased are Women's Patent Leather Oxfords, Sorosis, $4.00 grade for $2 98.
Ux preMnted by Henry C. Peabody, executor.
and
same
for
settlement,
the
to
desired
i69·11
present
are
L. Ellen Frost trust fund,
η paying their bills for them
Also Tan for the
up every year. Those articles which
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- Women's Patent Leather Oxfords, Sorosin, $3.50 grade for $2.69.
Varia Β. Baker late of l'arls, deceaMd; peoutside of that list are the following:
Financial standing of town :
vi)lagers, and no doubt ment Immediately.
tition that William Ε None or aome other
low
I.
OLDHAM.
same
ALONZO
1911.
prices.
Feb. 21st,
suitable person be appolnUd m administrator
arie Hill vil lagers and farmers
Art 14. To see what aum of money the town Resource·,
.i ojq ««
3 12 and 4, Β and C
and
Boots
Oxfords,
of the estate of said deceaMd, presented by
if
near
end
Liabilities,
will vote to ralae to undertlraln the road
·β*βΓ».
they
One lot Women's Evangeline samples,
^ΐ'Ιοβ'ιό
W. E. Morte, nephew and heir.
Charles R Penley'aand expend the sum of ont; Balance In favor of town,
NOTICE.
wear 3 1-2 or 4 in these narrow shoes
do not expect the other
$10,142.57 ιβνβ them they
wide, $3.00 kind for $1.98. If you can
dollar and ninety centa not expended laat year.
notice that he
ADDISON E. HERK1CK, Judge of aald Court.
subscrlt>er
hereby
for
them.
The
gives
to
a*
help pay
payers
Town· farm valued at $2,000
here is your chance to save $1.02 on a $3.00 shoe.
V true copy—Attest :
has been duly
appointed administrator of
Art. 21. To aee what sum of money the town
not Included a· above
'hie controversy to stick the
ALBERT D, PARK, Reclaur.
estate of
will vote to raise for the repair· of town farm
Λ. »
stated.
Odd lots of Women's Boots, Evangeline, $3.00 grade now $2.25.
8nd neither Mr. Brown nor
S. KEEN late of Oxford,
L1NWOOD
buildings.
At the annual town meeting the warIn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
called the people of South Paris
Oxfords, Tan, $3 00 kind now $2.25.
All persons having Evangeline
Art. 22. To see If the town will vote to buy rant calls for action on the
report of the
Russia Calf Polish, $3.00 grade
b *" a. body or whole, but bonds as the law directs.'
two Iron bridge·, and ralre money to pay for
the estate of said deceased One lot Women's Boots, Evangeline, Wine
demands
against
what
see
to
have worked «0 per- are desired to present the same for settlement,
Carnegie library committee
same.
now
$1.69.
to
is
make
town
to
the
if any,
wilHng
and all Indebted thereto are requested
i "ewer without regard
WATERTOWN. Ν. Y.
Art. 23. To see If the town will vote to pay obligation,
now $1.69.
In order to. secure a public
Women's Pat. Blucher, New Century, $2.50 grade
assume
*
tb® eood COInmon sense payment lmmedlatelv.
twentr cents per hour for labor on the highway
SYLVESTER O. KKESE.
ASSKTS DEC. 31, 1910.
Feb. 21it, 1911.
Calf and Viol Kid,
to the
Patent
Leather,
without
for a man, span of horses, or yoke of oxen.
at
American
expense
as
Beauty,
if
voters
building
town'·
't
the
library
expressed
1 large lot Women's Boots,
9 39,191 62
Real Estate,
aDDUal meetings
towo, and to take such other aotion as
* rt. 24. To see what sum of money the town
721,414 11
NOTICE.
Button and Blucher, $2 50 (trade for $1.98.
Mortgage Loans
310,614 91
will vote to raise to pay the expense of a tchool may be necessary to secure money for
κ
Loan
Collateral
ad declared against it by voting it
now
$1.98.
notice that he I
and Tan, $2 50 kind
Black
The
subscriber
gives
hereby
Ml 91
American
Pumps,
for
the
2,10»
Beauty
Women's
ensuing year.
physician
Stork· and Bond·
and to build the same. To «ee if the
themselves amply able has been duly appointed executor of the last
288.Λ4 00
1
in this lot, $3.00 was the price, L'attU In Office anil Bank
To see ο build and
Art. 23. To see what sum of money the town town will purchase gravel pits.
3ne lot Women's Boots, Evangeline, not all sizes
for it, .hows that they will and testament of
272,634 IV
pay
balance*,
Agent*'
will vote to raise for the salary of a district what action the town will take.in regard
0
GEORGIA I. PARKER late of Lovell,
Β file Receivable
b®'DK Selfish with
now $1.69.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
superintendent for the ensuing year.
38,896 04
To see
to purchasing a steam roller.
to the rights bonds as the law directs. All
3 to 7, $2.50 grade, now $1 69. Intercut ami Rente
all
having
sizes,
regard
02
New
W
Century,
1,145
persons
Kid
Blucher,
Vici
Women's
All other A»«et·
Art. 26. To see If the town will vote to buy a what action the town will take in
demands against the estate of said deceased are 1
f
1-2 to 2, regular price $1.25, now 99c.
steam roller for highway, and ralae money to
same for settlement, and
Jne lot Misses' Kid Lace boots, all sizes, 11
Io eee
to purchasing a stone crusher.
I 3,788,090 80
U rue* Asset*
does not necessarily make right, desired to present the
Might
pay for same.
are requested to make paythereto
Indebtea
all
26,285 31
Deduct Item* not admitted,
if the town will establish a curfew law. nd because this matter was carried ment Immediately.
Dne lot Child's Boots, $1.00 kind for 79c.
Art. 32. To see If the town will vote to accept
cent, less than
a lock20
for
will
town
the
K.
CHAPMAN.
Suit
Cases
if
CYRUS
see
and
per
To
1911.
provide
attended
in
from
a
Feb.
dollar·
h
21st,
slimly
1 3,761,805 29
a fund of not lesa than two hundred
We are also selling Trunks, Bags
rough
Admitted Assets,
Mountbad rePe»tedly been
persons Interested In the cemetery In the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1910.
our regular price in very low.
and
be
held
;he
to
In
price,
by
Parla,
NOTICE.
regular
ain district, so called,
Meader, for larceny, wa« given oted down at fuli town meetings, does |
$ 133,776 75
Men's Sock* Net Unpaid Losses
footwear.
s.ild town Intrust, the Income of which ahall be
Also 20 per cent, discount*on felt and flannel lined
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be I
in Paris jail by the Municipal
1,767,21400
the
Unearned Piemlums,
'■· ίΓ0Ιη tbe has
each year expended under the aupervlelon of the ten days
executor of the last
been
duly
appointed
160.415 27
and
Liabilities
All other
oad. It surely seems a arge expense will and testament of
municipal officers, to Insure perpetual care
ipd Felt Boots at very low prices.
5U),000 00
Dub
Capital,
of
attention to said cemetery, the amount to be
Schnuer
Ernestine
FOSTER late of Hebron,
* bl* 'ncrease in our
JOEL
aDd
27
1,200,599
all
Liabilities
over
the
town
by
Surplus
each vear expended to be fixed by
deceased. All persons
was married to Harlow
axes which were already high enough In the County of Oxford,
vol·», and a list of the person· donating, with the Norway
demands against the estate of said deI
29
having
3,761,805
I
and
the
llabllltle·
with
rutal
be
filed
Wednesday
8urplus
to
of
Cnna.,
thereof,
Adkins
Portland,
several amount·
ο satisfy most of us.
to save
ceased are desired to present the same for settlePlease remember this is a very rare
C. E. TOLM AS Λ CO., Agent·,
Town Clerk, and become a matter of record.
afternoon by Rev. M. C. Ward,
This sewer vote can be rescinded and ment, and all Indebtea thereto are requested to
Maine.
South
i'arl·,
Sale Ml
Freeand Suit Cases.
Art. 33. To *ee If the town will vote to lnatruct by Rev. Caroline E. Angell of
he matter put an end to if the votere make pavment tmmedlate'v.
noney on Boots, Shoes, Trunks,
EDDIE C. FOSTER.
Feb. 21st. 1911.
the Superintending School Committee to maintain port at the home of the bride s parents,
'ill turn oat, eo it is up to them to turn
7.
March
NOTICE.
school· In the Holster. BUcoe, Forbes, Hollow,
until
night,
Tuesday
continue
^ill
A recep
NOTICE.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Scbnuer
ut, and It will «ave them money to do
Mountain, Partridge and Tubbs districts, ao callThe subscriber hereby give· notice that ho
Hon was held from three ο clock until
ed.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
before·tbU ,8the
ha· been duly appointed administrator of the
of
five. Refreshments were served. M
echemo ever saddled upon.the tax has been duly appointed administrator
estate of
the estate of
in
from
ROSCOK A. PEABODY late of Greenwood,
Norway High
Adkins graduated
we
hope I M A RCELLUS E. TUCKER late of Mexico,
The ParU Town Report.
In the Ccunty of Oxford, deceased, and given
fk
the class of '07, has for years been promIn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All person· having
hey will throw it down.
aa the law direct·.
bond·
A pamphlet of 119 page*, the annual
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
inent as a teacher in the Univereailet
Β. E. Field.
demand· against the eatate of «aid deceased are
demands against the estate of said deceased are
report for the town of Paria, la now be- church Sabbath School, and has very ;
the same for seulement, and
to
desired
present
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ing distributed in the town. It contains man» friends. Mr. Adkins is the son of
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payHon. Âmos L. Allen, Representative all Indebted
thereto are requested to make
ment Immediately.
the usual reports, and in substantially
Mr and Mrs. Perley Adkins of South rom tbe 1st Maine district, died in pavment Immediately.
08CAR L. PEA BODY.
Feb. 21»t, 1911.
110-8.
JOHN N. THOMPSON.
Telephone
the usual form.
Feb. 21st, 1911.
D. C., February 20tb, after
he went to Portland
Vavhington,
Paris.
Recently
and
t
A summary of the valuation
notice.
will
make
of
of
twelve days,
>n illness
pneumonia,
Conn. Mr. and Mrs. Adkins
tion statistic· is as follows:
The tubscrll>er hereby gives notice that he
ïe would have completed hie fifth term
their home in Portland, Conn.
has been duly
appointed administrator of
was nota
real
and
resident
Master
March
of
Grand
House
η
the
Amount
4tb,
Illustrious
Right
J*®,6·
the estate of
$1,030,905.00
estate.
He
last
fall.
an
offioial
made
for
re-election
andidate
E.
COLE late of Paris,
JAM
ES
of
Oakland
H Witberell
nonresident
Amount of
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
visit to Oxford Council, No. 14, R. and ( tad been connected with affairs in Wash96,475 00
real estate,
All persons having
directs.
law
the
as
bonds
♦1.126.SÛO.OO ] S. M., Friday evening. Work and
ngton in various capacities since 1866,
lemand· against the estate of said deceased
Amount of personal estate
ind was elected to Congress to succeed
are desired to present the same for settlement,
$328,825.00
resident.
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
Ion. Thomas B. Reed, whose private
Young of tbe
Amount of personal estate
payment Immediately.
thU
15,600.00
non-resident,
now of Lynn, Mass., was Io 1
GEORGE W. COLE.
ecretary he had been. He was a worFeb. 21st, 11911.
ia to thank the
§ome of the Elm Houee
man and had well performed bis
moved
He
week.
this
manner,
by
in
unique
344,425.00
our
•
advertising space
motive Id utilizing
Our
Λ1
τ
>art in life.
NOTICE.
and to explain to our patrona certain detaila
$1,470,806 00
Total valuation,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
A large delegation of Good Templar*
public for its generous patronage in the paat
administrator of the
IJ··
Shot·
1b
New
Break
been
Total valuation of property taxed In
To
ilwtjr»
nas
of
our
of
duly
appointed
the
A
attended
meeting
portion
Smoke and Water Sale."
1,4-21,390.00 from Norway
.'state of
11)09.
in connection with our
It
antlsepttc powder.
the district lodge at Lewiston Wednes- , Lllen's Foot-Eue, theand
B. KEEN'E late of Oxford.
GERALD
relieve·
Feb.
18,
1911,
•revenu
blistering,
tightness
49,415 00
$
Increase In valuation,
The following Norway people {union·, Swollen,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and gives
merchandise being damaged by smoke and water, on Saturday,
Sweating, Tender Feet. At
32.i22.10 day.
All person· having
Total tax committed to collector, $
bonds as the law directs.
were elected to office·, viz.:
)ruggtsts, 25c. Sample mailed FREE. AdSale.
Rate of tnxatlon, .02 on a dollar or $20 on $1000
our
held
we
lemand· against the estate of said deoeaaed
7-10
Ν.
Y.
Irese A. S. Olmsted, Le Koy,
Stone.
Poll
V.T.—Emma
usis for Mttle924.
$3.00.
D.
the
tax,
of
taxed,
to
Number
present
are desired
polls
we received checks in our mail orders
to
D. Co.—H. L. Cleveland.
Number of polls not taxed, 125.
For several days previous to the day of the sale,
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested
D. 8. J. W.—Mr·. Mary McAllister.
Number of male doss. 164.
Immediately
make
payment
Born.
which we bad advertised in our Sale, and
D. Sen.—Wilfred Scothorne.
Number of female uogs, 15.
Feb. 21(t, 1910. SYLVESTER Ο. KEENE.
and were requested to send the merchandise
was any one
Herbert Wood has gone to the C. M.
sales-force to save it for them, but in neither caae
No overdrawn account· are shown,
In Hartford. Feb. 16, to the wife of MadUon
many people asked our
NOTICE.
0. Hospital for treatment.
which
in
a
account
unpaid
rord,
daughter.
the
and
only
to use for our motto, "Justice to
ha·
The men will serve a supper at ConThe subscriber hereby give· notice that he
In Norway, Feb. 16. to the wife of Chester P.
shown a preference. We bad decided at the beginning
bills are reported i· the town officer·'
been duly
appointed adudnlatrator of the
March 28th. The Sates, a son, Roger Gardner.
To hive shown preference to mail
we lived up to our motto.
and
bills, where there ia 172.21 due the col- ! cert Hall, Tuesday,
to
'state
of
None,"
all, Partiality
entertainment will be a mock trial.
■JAMES E. COLE. J»., late of Pari·,
lector.
have been jaatice to our customers who had
Albert H. Williamson died at hie
In the Countv of Oxford, tleceased, and given
Married.
orders or to any special persons, would not
The treasorer's report show· total
bonds as tne law directe. AU peraons bar.
in
home Wednesday morning,
of our own State and from New Hampahlre,
of aald detransaction· for the year of 152,730.26, Farmington
Ing demands against the estate
driven many miles, from many counties
after a long slokness.
settleFeb.
1911,
22d,
Seth
Benson,
ceased are desired to present the same for
In West Pari·, Feb. 22, by Rev.
with caah on hand Jan. 31, $9,245.02.
our Sale at 8 a. m. On Saturday,
to
Mr. Willlamaon waa ex- dr. Daniel Henry Curtl» of Parte and Mr·,
an I all Indebted thereto are requested
our sale. We had advertised to open
For
attend
are
years
to
ment,
order
there
many
account
Id the collector's
Immediately.
navm*nt
Mlnot.
of
and
Lake
make
rrankle Mary
All
hour.
in the Noye· drug store,
that
clerk
before
sold
or
out
to
saved
W.
press
were
COLE.
taxe·
amounting
GEORGE
•hown uncollected
Feb. Sist, 1911.
In Wert Pari·, Feb. 11. by Rev. L. W Ray·
February 18, 1911, and no goods
of the drug store. He was nond,
Ur. Merton M Rowe and Mis· Millie J.
$1,522 60, for the five year· 1900 to 1910 proprietor
attention as was possible conin the drug business at Rum- kndrews, both of Sumner.
that came after that hour received as prompt
orders
NOTICE.
mail
engaged
inclnsive.
In Paris, Feb. 22, by Rev. G. W. F. Hill, Mr.
that be
ford Fall·. He married Helen Tufta of
The subscriber hereby gives notice
tbat thronged our doors, waiting for admission.
The report of the superintendent of
Pari· and Mis· Bessie
of tbe
sidering tbe hundreds of people
who survives him. He was Smeet E. Buck of South
has beet, duly appointed administrator
L.Tnmerof Kuckfleld.
schools give* a good account of the con- Farmington,
our sale than the word
of
He
of
estate
tbe
C.
Merrill
magnitude
Ward,
in
years
Rev.
better
ago.
born
In Norwa,, Feb. 22. by
express
Newry fifty-six
No word cuuld
Sumner,
late
of
BENSON
dition of the schools. The choice of a
F.
JOSEPH
dr. Harlow D. Adklns and Ml·· Alice L.
was a member of I. 0. O. F., K. of P.,
tbe crowd of people waiting outside our
In tbe County of Oxford, decease·!, and given
school physician under the law is recwhich we chose. At one time during tbe day
No. 18, F. and A. M., Ichnuer, both of Norway.
bond· aa tbe law directs. All peraons having
Inommended for this year, and the estab- Oxford Lodge,
of
customers
are
tbe
throng
hundred people, and
and a member of
lemands against tbe estate of said deceased
doors was estimated at upwards of five
manual training, and a! Chapter and Council,
lishment of
leslred to present tbe same for settlement, and
Falls.
of
Rumford
with
Died.
even
tbat
make
seen
to
be
Templara
payso it will readily
til Indebted thereto are requested
commercial course in the high school, Knight
side was estimated at better than two hundred,
ment Immediately.
future. Interment at Pine Grove Cemetery.
are urged as things for the near
attention. Policemen
JAMES 8. WRIGHT.
died very
Feb. !lst, 1911.
odd olerks, there was plenty to claim our
Bradbury
Mis· Elizabeth A. Eastman,
of
Feb.
Augustus
21,
force
Joseph
In
twenty
financial
the
Pari·,
our
The selectmen report
special
89 vears, 11 month·.
suddenly at his home on Tuoker Street iged
in tbe rushes when tbe doors were opened aod every
standing of the town as follow·:
In Oxford. Feb. 23, Orln Tracy.
were employed to prevent accidents
Feb. 19, '11. He bad been in
Ellen
Sunday,
Mrs.
Feb.
Man
22,
In
Brookllne,
It convenient for our cusLIABILITIKS.
was
He
time.
a
In
long
any way aid us in making
,
poor health for
Wadswortb), widow of Lorenzo Moore, aged
precaution was taken tbat would
Indebtedness to school fund at 6
bom May 28th, 1829, In Greenwood, the 17 vears. A nailve of Hiram.
were employed in order to wait on tbe
3,627.50
$
86
sales
extra
pouohkeepsie. n. y.
Sburtleff,
Aretae
of
people
aged
force
In Portland, Feb. 26,
per cent,
A
Bradlarge
tomers.
Hannah
and
Moses
of
son
(Knight)
Indebtedness to liny fund at 3 per
ream. 11 noDtbe.
540 00
We made every preparation in behalf of our
cent,
bury. He graduated at Norway Liberal In iiorth Bnckfleld, Feb. 20, Sidney D. Swalcustomers as promptly as possible.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1910.
Indebtedness to Cusbman fund at 3
some time taught
61 year·.
for
and
low,
aged
Institute
15 000 00
300.00
I
neither pains nor expense, so that everyone will always say
Real Estate
In Oxford, Feb. 17, Webster Torner.
per cent,
sparing
interests,
In 1872
to
customers'
moved
He
Norway
40,800 CO
school.
Bose
McKenney
Loans
Indebtedness to
Feb. 18, Joseph Augustus BradMortgage
In
Norway.
none
IOC
Deal."
Hav wood fund at 4 per cent,
and resided on hts farm nntil 1Θ03, when jury, aged 81 years, β month·, 20 day.
Collateral Loans
Smoke and Water Sale was a
533,704 00
tbat
Albert H. WilliamIndebtedness to William H. Dennett
He
is survived
Stocks and Bond·,
ieb.
22,
the
to
In
moved
Farralngton,
he
village.
14,501 70
300.00
fund at 3 per cent,
Cash In office and Bank
formerly of Norway, aged 56 years.
62,317 83
West
by his four daughters and two sons. ton,
Balances,
In North Lovell, Feb. 11, Charles P. Lawrence,
Special for school building,
Agents'
none
00
500
Funeral at Grange Hall, Rev. C. E. An- tged 66 years, 6 months. 26 days.
Bills Receivable,
Parts,
2,300 93
72.31
Town ofloera' outstanding bill,
Interest and Rents,
Feb. 18, Charles F. Whitney, aged
gell and Rev. M. C. Ward officiating. In Norway,
Β years, 3 months, 6 days.
φ 668,6.'4 46
5,439.71 The floral offerings were beautiful and
$
Gross Assets
Total,
in Norway, Feb. 19. Elfreda May Thurlow,
324 57
abundant.
Deduct Items not admitted
BR80U8CB8.
Caroline
Mrs.
Feb.
Oxford
20,
observed
waa
Mass.,
Somerville,
by
Ladien' night
89
668,299
Balance unexpended In poor ac$
Admitted Assets, .Λ
formerly of West Paris, aged 83 vean.
count, highway account, snow acLodge, F. and A. M., Thursday evening, Mann,
In Freedom. Ν. H., Feb.*, Josephine (Stanley),
underdralo achun1910.
about
two
count. Penley
of
DEC·
31,
attendance
LIABILITIES,
wife of Dr. Alonzo Towle, aged 60 years.
491.21 with an
count, miscellaneous aceount,
A
$ 37,615 33
106'.*2 dred, and it was an enjoyable occasion.
Net Unpaid lessee
Balance uncollected town tax, 19U6,
285,638 0·
Premiums,
147.40
the affair was the
of
Unearned
feature
Balance uncollected town tax, 1907,
pleasant
6.915 16
36
Foreclosure.
Llabllltle·
206
of
All
other
Notice
to
master's
Balance uncollected town tax, 1WJM,
00
a
of
jewel
200,000
past
354 M presentation
Cash Capital
Balance uncollected town tax, 1909,
139,U1 37
Whereas, Addle M. Hlnes of Canton, In the
who has been secreLiabilities,
D.
ail
707
Howard
Smith,
over
her
town
1910,
Surplus
tax,
Balance uncollected
and 8tate of Maine, by
Oxford
of
County
is
9,245 92 tary of the lodge for a generation, and
A. D. 1905.
Caah In hands of town treasurer,
I ββ8, 299 99
mortgage deed dated November 2,
Total Llabllltle· and Surplua,
of
one of the best known Masons In Maine. and recorded In the Oxford County Registry
• 11,299.73
the
J. WHEELER A CO., Agent·,
to
W.
me,
conveyed
316,
book
389,
page
Deed·,
South Parla, Maine.
5,830.02
$
Resources above liabilities,
9-11
a parcel of real estate situated In
Fearing a repetition of a paralytic undersigned,
said Canton, bounded and described as follows :
two
suffered
he
ago,
the
which
years
with
buildings
A certain lot or parcel of land
It will be noted that in this statement shock
a man well-known thereon, situated In the town of Canton. In the
the unexpended balances In the aeveral Alexander A. Beaton,
con- County of Oxford aforesaid, and being the same
bis
state
the
through
the
In
included
been
throughout
appropriation· have
premises conveyed to said Addle M. Hlnes by
This is the next worst thing nection with secret organizations,
Drvllle K. and Mary A. Walton, by their deed of
resource·.
at Waldobft-o wurutr dated November6th, A. D.1899, and reof
suicide
shooting
number
mltted
a
by
did
selectmen
the
what
to
the Oxford Registry of Deeds, book261,
overdrawn Monday. He fired a bullet through his corded In and
the same being the homestead farm
years ago, when they had
nage 468,
died
the temple and
Immediately. Mr. of
the said Addle M. Hlnes. R«««^lng tbe
some of the account·, and Included
rej age rights as conveyed by said Addle M. Hlnes
overdraw· in the resources. For some Beaton, who was about 70 years old,
OUR STOCK WHICH WENT
Paper Company by deed of
custom to in- aided at Rockland until two years ago. to the International
the
been
not
reIt
bas
years
warranty dated Oct. 30. A. D. 19ÔÇ, and duly
of
number
A
all
a
years
to
the
was
He
lawyer.
corded In the Oxford Registry of Deeds,
clude the unexpended balance· in
OUR RECENT FIRE HAS ALL BEEN SOLD.
a premature ex- of which reference may be had for a more parstatement of standing at all, and there is ago he lost an arm by
Beaton tlcular description. And wnereas, the condition
Mr.
in
a
there.
quarry.
them
They plosion
granite
no ground for putting
of said mortgage has been broken, now there
and as
We are having our old store
at any was well known by those attending the fore, by reason of the breach of the condition
may be drawn from the treasury
the grand bodies of «""« ι «ω»
of
a
in
therefore
annual
and
are
session
on
orders,
time
Odd
new
the Masons, Knights of
941
soon as ready will open up with an entirely
sense a liability, but if there Is no out
Feb. 21, 1911.
of United
worked on several candidates.
Special convocation of 0*Jord Royal |
Arch Chapter, No. 29, on Friday even-
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What's the Matter with
the Standard Oil Co.?

cdp-

flow^

been adin «bowing the present Workmen. In Masonry
financial oondltion of the town. To I» vanced to the 82d degree.
elude them among the reeouroes is someBecause of the orowded condition of
of acthing which no correct system
Penobscot county jail, which Chief
the
counts can allow.
Justice Emery declared to be "unfit for
human occupancy in Its pfeeent conTORTURED FOR 15 YEARS
10 men who appeared before
dition,"
by a core defying stomach trouble that him for sentence Saturday, having been
baffled dootors, and resisted all remediea convloted of various offencps by the
be tried, John W. Modders, of Moddera- supreme oourt, were sent to the stale
ville, Mich., seemed doomed. He had to prison. Their terms ranged from one
sell bis farm and give up work. His to five years. In commenting upon the
neighbors Mid, "he can't live mnch crowded condition of the jail and the
number appearing before him for senlonger." "Whatever I ate distressed
roe," be wrote, "till I tried Eleotrlo Bit- tence, Judge Emery declared crime to
for me be
ters, which worked auoh wonder·
constantly on the Increase In Bangor
that I can now eat thing· I could not and
not

liabilities

vlolnlty.

take for yean. It'· sorely a grand remefor atomaoh trouble." Juat as good
for the liver and kidoeya. Every bottlf
guaranteed. Only 50 oeota at the Chaa
H. Howard Co.

LIFE SAVED AT DEATH'S DOOR.
"I never felt so near my grave," writes
W. R. Patterson, of Wellington, Tex., a»
when a frightful congh and Inng trouble
pulled me down to 100 pounds, In spl'«
treatment for two years. My
The largest tree cot in Litchfield οι of doctor's
mother and two sisters died <»f
vicinity in many years has been down- father,
and that I am alive to-day
ed by Charles Goodwin of that plaœ. 11 consumption,
is due solely to Dr. King's New Discovwaa a pine 110 feet tall and scaling 208f
which completely cured me. Now
feet, tweoty-foor feet of the trook giving ery,
and have been wHI

dy

! 905

I

feet.

FALLS VICTIM

TO THIEVES.

S. W. Bends, of Coal

justifiable grievance.

City, Ala.,

baa ι
Two thieves stoli

weigh 187 pounds

Notice.

&ount Gllnes Gold and

βϋτβτ Mining Com-

| the
pany will be held at the office of the Company.
Street, Rumford, Maine, on the 6ib
&

day of March, A. D. 1911, at # o'clock 1bι the
afternoon, for the purpose of eeelog what action
the stockholders will take In referenoe to authorising an answer to be made to the foreclosure
suit of Oacar H. Hereey, Trustee for the bondholders of this company, against this oorporaHon/now pending In the supreme Jualcl«I
Court In the County of Cumberland and Statei.f
in·I
Maine, admitting the allégations of the bill
to
also In referenoe to authorising an attorney
the
corpoand
to
represent
be employed
appear
e
ration In such proceedings and assent t<yi decrt
of foreclosure Seing made there n.
Clerk.
H.
HKR9EY,
OSCAR
g

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
the
haa been duly appointed administratrix of
at'lltH LESSOR otherwise SARAH MATO
late of Norway,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and giver
All Perso"
bonds as the law directs.
an
against the estate of said deceased aiid
The gypsy moth, In Its slow but ap- demands
for srttlement,
same
the
to
desired
present
Portreached
has
make
sure
pay.
march,
parently
all Indebted thereto aie requested to
1 andr and the rest of tbe state nay well
LIZZ1* COURTNEY.

apprehensive.

I

are

Selling

Kerosene Oil for 9c. per gal.
5 gallons 40 cts.
The lowest price for 25 years.

Congress

Quick, safe,
and strong for years."
on earth for
sore, It'· the beat remedy
coughs, cold·, la grippe, asthma, oronp,
and all throat and lung troubles. 50o.
Guaranand #1.00. Trial bottle free.
teed by the Chas. H. Howard Co.

feel

We

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
the
has been duly appointed executrix of
Kst will and testament of
LEWIS M. BROWN, lata of Paris,
in the County of < >xford, deceased. All person*
cle
having demands against the estate °f
oeased are desired to present the same for settleare
thereto
requested to
ment, and all indebted
make payment immediately.
n_,.„TV
BROWN.
8.
MKLL1B
Feb. 21 et, 1911.
WALTKE L. GRAY» Agent.
Gold
To the Stockholders of the Mount Gllnes
and Silver Mining Company:
the
to
thai
notified
hereby
pureuant
Are
Tou
comcall of W.N. CeCrlllls, president olI said
of
nan v. a special meeting of the stockholders

Tebta53flSffTr·

THROUGH

repaired

'•^TAVA£'i»7i©r>·

Pjtbj»·.

Order
atanding charge against them, they are Fellows, and Ancient he had

his health for twelve years. They wen
Island fishei a liver and kidney trooble. Then Dr
Joseph H. Rich, a Long
throttled them
Monday night I I King's new Life Pilla
man, was drowned
He's well now. Unrivaled for Constipa
boat waa ou
Portland harbor, when hi· United
Dyspepsia
Stati ,tloo, Malaria, Headache,
tbe
In two by a steamer of
26c. at the Cha$. H. Howard Co.
v
è

quarter-master's department.

More of tbo Sewer.
■Editor Democrat :

N.

stock of Men's
time

just when

apparel.
we

We cannot tell at this

will be able to open, but will

make announcement later of the exact date.

H. B. FOSTER,
.ONE

PRICE CLOTHIER.

MAINE.

NORWAY.

Blankets
Dayton Bolster Co., Mark Down Sale of Winter
Tucker Harness
35

MARKET SQUARE,

South Paris,

-

-

Sheathing.

For Sale.
Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M. GREELY,
R. F. D. 2, South Pari», Me.

Maine.

Spruce
35tf

and fir. For sale by
J. A. KENNEY,
South Paria.

and Robes at the
Store.

10 to 80 per cent Discount on all my Blankets and Robes.
20 per cent off on all Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases.

Jdn^0S N. F"3VOT,
91 Main St,

HA**··· «ΤΟΜ.

Norway, Main·,

f

Free!

Free!

Free! THE LAUD Or

'

PUZZLEDOM,

A KING KINEO RANGE.

No. 1243.—Riddle.
Ever eating, ever cloying.
Never finding full re punt:
AU devouring, all destroying.

Till It eat* the world at last.

No. 1244.—Numerical Enigma.
I am composed of twelve letters and
spell the name of a city:
My 4-2-5 le distant
My 5-6-9 7 Is a benefit to all.
My t>-5-12-3 Is a metal.
My 1-12-4-2 is a seat.

\

THE SILVER
THE STAR OF
il WISE KING'S
PROBLEM
THE SHOW.
LOVINÛ CUP.

HOMEMAKERS· COLUMN.
topics of Interest to the ladle·
Correspondence
Ueouclted. Address: EditorΗοιομαομ'
on

Column, Oxford Democrat, South Parts, Me.

Harper's Bazar fashions.

To go literally from one extreme to
the other, the fancy blouse or separate
waist is a detail of dress which is of distinct importance*as the winter.wanes
which have served
and the
frocks
throughout it have lost their first freshJust now it is the garment which
ness.
momentarily, of all others, draws attention to certain novel fabrics that came
in tentatively at the beginning of the
winter, and have only just begun to

This Is aboot Billy, Ben and Butts
and Ben's sister. Miss Angelina Cunningham Courtlss. The reason for her
long name Is that Angle bad been taking singing lessons in town, and since
some great person had found she possessed a voice Angle had decided that

The wo called "loving cup" ie common nowadays. and we see It everyHut uiuuy y eu re ago there
where.
were no such things as these queer
three handled ^iffuirs. and tbe follow-

ing story telle how they first happened
to be inude;
Once upou a time, centuries before

ehe should dignify her new calling as
"star" of the village by using her-fuli
name.
No one knew she had it until
then; she had always been known as

us, there lived a great and powerful
king who was extremely fond of hunting. Ele was one day in a Uuge forest

into their own.
This is the case with beaded fabrics.
Some of tbem, the nets, are actually Ben's big sister Angle.
coated with beads, dark, mixed, or iriThe boys had been preparing an endescent; others are sparsely sown, or, at tertainment for some weeks to raise
My 8-2-5 Is a conveyance.
least they are open enough to show the
It was
My 4-5-2-7-11 is a piece of money.
money for the gymnasium.
Oriental patterns of the net beneath.
Idea, and when he found it
My 10-13-2-5 is to rise.
Billy's
in
that
are
those
The handsomest
repeat
to be successful be b<>gan
My 12-7 is a preposition.
dark beads the cashmere designs, but was sure
airs. Then it
some distinguished ones are coated with to put on α great many
No. 1245.—Beheadings.
beads, all of the most infini- was that Ben thought of Angle.
porcelain
η
part tesimal character, be it understood.
Behead an animal and leave
"Say, I'll tell you what I'll do." sugof the head: a musical instrument uud These white opaque beade give an effect gested Ben. "I'll get Angle to sing for
leave a liquor; a boy's name uud leave of sculpture, especially when patterned nothln', and that will draw the crowd
over the net.
a mark.
like hot cakes."
The separate lace blousts, usually of
Billy knew It would, and as it didn't
the
black over white, and trimmed with
No. 1246.—Metagrams.
at all with his idea he at··
|
interfere
ENTIRE
this
of
of
number
those
smallest of ribbon flowers, or
The person bringing the largest
1. Whole I am a small sailing vessel.
tc
or silk, are among the lovelitst of
Democrat,
Oxford
the
from
gduze
cut
ADVERTISEMENT,
Change my Initial letter each time and the late blouses seen for theatre or
I successively Itecome obscure, an ex- matinee wear. They most often accomclamation. a bird, a target und an expany a velvet coat and skirt, in lieu of a
at
p. m.,
tensive garden.
velvet waist, which never will slip com2. I signify to partake of the prin- fortably into a sleeve, however soft the
will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo Range, valued at
Change my silk lining.
to save this advertisement I cipal meal of the day.
FREE. Ask your friends to
dinner
One of the most pleasing
initial letter each time and I succesblouses of recent make is of black Chansively become Imposing, farm animals,
tilly lace, mounted over white chiffon,
a slender cord, an excavation, a numwith touches of gold lace at the lower
ber, a kind of tree, part of a fork, a
edges oi the three-quarter sleeves and
of
the
and
grapes.
juk-e
trailing plant
across the front.
Tiny groups of silk
3. Whole I am an animal. Change ribbon flowers ornament the high circulieand
I
time
each
letter
lar collar and the sleeve bande.
my Initial
dread, harness, to
In jewelry, which is an important decome cherished,
a
close
tail of dress at the present hour, everyby,
heed, an unhappy king,
is to
fruit, to raise, to rend and a measure thing runs to antique settings—that
the reproduction of them. Metal-fringed
Did it ever
If not have you a good reason?
of time.
brooches and pendants, set in old-silver,
with dull jewelled heads or pear-shaped
occur to you that a Bank Account, even though
No. 1247.—Riddles.
drops, are having an increasing vogue,
I.
of
means
doing
it be a small one, is the safest
while gold, particularly that which is
Silken and soft, he and his brother.
slig'itly finished, is for the moment reEach of them useless without the other,
business?
O'er land and sea in all kinds of weather tired.
There is little that is novel in neckThey travel together or rest together.
Your checks are the best receipts for all bills
High as they venture, far as they dare.
wear, though every dress collar strives
Ever that bears them which they bear.
Bib collars are pertu be an individual.
paid, and your money will neither be stolen nor
haps the newest things at the present
II.
THE CELEBRATED SONGSTRESS.
lost from our vaults.
time. They are designed to be worn
I run, I heap, yet never walk;
Miss
the proposition gladly.
a
coat
in
to
fill
and
a
with
coat
costume
cepted
sew;
I cook. I sweep, yet>ncver
Our success is measured by our depositors*
the
neck.
was fond of the younger
who
but
cannot
white
talk;
in
the
1
V
have,
Angelina,
tongues
clasping
frunt,
Quick
I bring you cheer; I bring you woe.
Some have fancy jabots attached, others boys as well as the old ones, gracioustherefore we do all in our power to
are composed of rich lace.
ly promised to do her best, stipulating,
In bowels <>f the earth I'm found
In jabots every size may be seen, from however, that her part in the performserve them.
And on the earth from sea to sea.
those that are merely flat lace tabs to ;
ance should come first, as she had
Keep mo checked and keep me bound
It is worth while to have a Bank Account
full flounced articles that reach quite to !
Or else you'd best beware of nie.
particular to do at
the waist. Irish lace is still the tavorite something very
home thai evening.
with us.
Make me with stones, feed me with wood trimming for the heavier jabots;
Or make and feed tne otherwise.
So it was managed. Billy made the
those edged with Philippine embroidery
A mighty power for harm and good
are lighter, very dainty, and newer.
posters, which read something like
BANK
ever
lies.
NATIONAL
me
Within
NORWAY
THE
The varieties of beltings which are this:
—Youth's Companion.
endless,
now appearing are literally
Greatest Acts on Earth
j
MAINE.
OF
At the Town Hall.
They inciude every sort of band from
No. 1248—Charade.
Wonderful Resltashlone,
closely woven silk elastic, beaded or emPhenomelous Magic,
CAPITAL. S50.000.
My first is a personal pronoun, my broidered or plain, or silk and metal
SURPLUS $30,000.
Band of String Instruments,
second is crime, my third Is a mirror threads, to the stout non-yielding emAn Exciting Dual by the Orphan Twine.
UNDIVIDED PROFITS, S30.000.
and my whole is the popular name for bossed beltings, and those in handsome
Proceeds for the Beneflck of the
inica in thin sheets.
leather. Flat two-inch patent leather
Gym. Fund.
bands are worn with loosely belted mornMiss Angelina Cunningham Courtis·,
the Star of the East, will Sing
No. 1249.—Novel Acrostic.
ing jackets, some with engraved, others
Unprcsldented Songs. (P. E.)
described contain the with plain, burnished buckles.
I All the words
Seats ac. extra.
Admission 5c.
There is no real vogue for Colored
When rightsame number of letters.
leather belte at present, though
When asked what "P. E." meant
patent
anbelow
one
written
and
ly guessed
to be seen with small boys' Billy explained it was "please excuse."
they
other In the order here given the ini- and promise
girls' summer costumes; but the but it was perhaps well that he did
of
a
name
the
will
tial letters
spell
fashion for Persian beltings in dark or
I have in stock new and second hand pianos of a high grade
not tell Angle.
state, and another row of letters, read- light cashmere designs
aod
quaint
The boys were in a ferment of exwhich I shall sell from now untd after Christmas
lug downward, will spell Its capital.
antique buckles is ou the increase.
citement. and every part of the perThe newest woman's handkerchief is
Cross Words: 1. Toys of a certain
formance was carefully prepared. Bilkind. 2. Solitary. 3. The back of the the sheerest trifle, all white preferably,
and with a tiny edge of Madeira em- ly and Ben were full of Importance,
of
6.
A
4.
talk.
To
joint
and
neck,
&
plural.
I have the Merrill, Poole, Pease, Norris
Briggs
broidery, and one or two open-work and every one was happy except Butts
the body. G. Old.—St Nicholas.
other make. Also second hand organs from ten to thirty dollars.
corners.
Carleton. who was to have recited "The
I have some nice trades in piano» and org-ns which I oHer to the
There are numerous other novelties, Wreck of the Hesperus."
This had
Rebus.
No. 1250.—Code
such as handkerchiefs having the narrow been cut out to make room for Miss
I have twelve pianos and playerpianos in stock in my
or
border
hemstitched
on,
pale-toned
ware-rooms in Billings Block, South Paris, Maine, and we are
Angelina, and Butts was "mad as
those with the severely plain hemmed
hops." He was sensitive about it bealways ready to show them to the public. Send for catalogue.
edge and a plain initial in the corner. cause
he always forgot a half dozen
The pure white article is the sort preferred by the smartest women however. verses every time he recited it.
The eventful evening came. EveryThough the time for wearing them is
still some months off, long and short em- thing was in readiness, except Miss
broidered and plain silk gloves are al- Angelina. The young stage managers
on display. They come in all were
ready
mildly excited, but Miss AngeUS
U.5
ILL·.
lengths, but in a limited range of colors. lina did not appear.
29GW.3Û
So far the majority are in white or
"We're sorry to keep you waiting,"
black eilk, but a few costly examples
"but the star of the
H
are given extremely fine and delicately explained Billy,
arranged embroidered motifs up the east has been delayed"—
sleeve portion.
a United States
33.25./2.<
"Probably a mornin' star Instead of
an even in' star," said two or three of
They are money earners, being cream gaver».
Diet and Morals.
"Trot out something
the audience,
come

stug. but It was so fleet
pursulug
uml clever that It eluded hiiu and his
baud of followers and led them entirely out of their way. After wandering
about lu a hopeless fashion they finally came upon a little hut. and the king
himself dismounted und rapped smartu

he saw a well near the house uud at
the sight of the clear water Immediately felt thirsty and. going back, asked the girl for a drink. Without hesitation she went Into the house and
came out with an earthen Jug filled
with the well water. But instead of
offering Ills royal majesty the handle,
that
as most people would, she held
herself and handed him the cup the

Norway,
3

Thursday, Aug. 3,1911,

$60.00

begin

wrong

ANY?

JM

»

Sending to his Jeweler, be bade him
make a silver cup with two handles
and deliver it to the young girl without a word from whence it came.
Perhaps a month after this the king
forest
igaiu hunted in that saine
the little hut and asked tbe

\

sought
girl for

a y other drink of water.
This time she entered the house
came out with a beautiful silver
full of sparkling water.
"Now." thought the king, "she
certainly learned a lesson." But

{
butj

"Make me." said be to the man. "a
silver cup heavily chased aud with my
royal crest aud put three bandies on

It."
The Jeweler, much surprised (for. remember. no such thing had ever been
heard of up to this time), did as he

told, and soon the mug was finishAs before, the king bad It pried.
vately sent to the girl who lived In tbe
was

PRICES.

little'hut.

Hyde,

One day not long after this for the
third time he rode into that forest
and, taking the now well known path,
Dismountsoon reached the cottage.
ing. he kuocked at the door and asked

humbly for a drink of clear water.
The girl immediately came out with

WHEELER.

the beautiful three handled cup. and.
taking two of the handles In her
hands, she offered him tbe third.
So the king rode away, well pleused

s^4.

with hi* strategy, and. reaching home,
ordered three handled cups to be made
In every sort of ware, and they became
so popular that we now have them in

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM
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Pun-American World's Record proves it, Seattle
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Each picture stands for a word. The
number of letters in the word equals
the number of figures under the pic-

made.

Hidden Trees.
1. I shall look up Alma when 1 am
I in town.
2. The children raced around like
wild things.
3. This map leuves out many impor-

are

the cleanest skimmer·, easiest

easily

Year in and year out
money, never

M.

T.

running,

washed and durable separator
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they

ever

ture.

most

hitch, ever making
We sell them, you need one.

run

making trouble.

without a

DAVIS, Agent. South
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of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

Lumber

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

Roofing, Shingles,

Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid
are other makes, but Paroid is the best.

Roofing.

PROTECT

From the cold, stormy
days. Good values in

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

to
We neeil men
train. In three week»,

Clsatues sod brautiflse ths hair. I
ftvinHjtts a luxuriant frowth.
j
Never ? all» to Bestore Ο ray I
Hair to lta Youtiiful Color.
Curts Kalp diwaws k hsir JsUmg.
<Oe.sodll.Wat PragisU

for îMMitlon* paying #*> to SV weekly.
Kaey
work, short hour·. Beet Spring positions now
Five year» of eue
Driving ami Garage work
PORTLAND AlITO CO..
com.
Write now.
Portland, Maine.

Picture Frames

—

Wool
1 ο close out odd
ι

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L M. TUFTS,

Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

ON

Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor
exercise, insufficient mastication of
food, constipation, a torpid liver, worry

|

Carpets
patterns and clean

ip stock.

has. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main ind Djnforth

^ ORWAY.

St*.,

MAINE.

Courteous

j

a

stranger,

the

tiss, the celebrated songstress,
bright star of the east, will favor us
farfamed
her
solo,
with
'Angel

Vnlpps.'

of flannel dampened with
Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on
to the affected parts is superior to any
plaster. When troubled with lame back
or pains in the side or chest give It a
trial and you are certain to be more than
pleased with the prompt relief which It

piece

afford·.

Sold by all dealers.

I

On \a mound of snow.
Ten bright candles burning
In a olrcllng row.
O'er the white cloth's surfac·
Cast α rosy glow.
Ten small heads a-bobbing
All at once to show
How to put out candle
With "one great, big blow!"
One. two, three for Amy.
Four. five, six for May.
Eight, nine, ten for Polly
Because It's her birthday.
Youth's Companion.
—

Conundrum·.

Which is the most awkward time for
train to start? Twelve-fifty, as it is
ten to one if you catch it.
Why was Goliath st#prlsed when
David struck him with a stone? Because such a thing never entered his
head before.
Why is a camel a most irascible animal? Because he always has his back
a

up.

Why is this world like music. Because it is full of sharps and flats.
Why is a one dollar bill better than

Because when
new βΙΙγβΓ dollar?
you fold It you double it, and when
you open it you find it in-creasee.
When does a person impose on himself ? When he taxes his memory.
Why Is Buckingham palace the
cheapest property in England? Because it was bought for a crown and
α

sept up by

or.

If we could

1

a

sovereign.

Th· 8pider Monkey.
"Tbe pillar is fine enough," the titThe spider monkey is sometimes
le man said slowly. "The flgurqf on
Φ are beautiful, but I fear that slender called the "daddy longlegs" of the zoo.
>illar cannot hold up the heavy weight Its tall Is remarkably prehensile aqd
nuch longer. Soon it will totter and practically serves as a fifth limb and
land. With such a delicate sense of
'all, aad all will go to pieces."
An odd fancy seized the stonecut· touch is it furnished that it, almost
teems to be possessed of the power
"You shall stay right where you
er.
1 >f sight and moves about among the
ire always, gazing at the pillar until
)ranches with as much decision as if
t falls under the heavy vault"
1 here were an eycrln its tip.
And he brought from bis workshop
Should the monkey discover some
ils hammer and chisel and made In
such as a nest of eggs or any
tone a figure of the little man just I trize,
1 lttle dainty, which lies in a crevice
s he was, looking upward with a
oo small for the hand to enter It
nowing face and an Important air.
nserts the end of its tail Into the
ind there this little figure in atone
and hooka out the desired- obtoday, awaiting th* fall of tbe ranny
J oci.

j

matiôn.'

irould Inhabit the world.

Ten pink rosebuds blooming

Th· Little Man at th· Pillar.
Close to the famous clock in the Cathedral of Strassburg there Is a little
man in stone gazing up at the angel's
pillar which supports the south wing
of the cathedral. Long ago the little
man who Is now sculptured in stone
stood there in flesh and blood. He used
to stare up at the pillar with a criticising eye which swept It from top to
bottom and again from bottom to top.
Then he would shake his head doubtfully each time.
It happened once that a sculptor
passed the cathedral and saw the little man looking up as if he did not like
the looks of the pillar.
"It seems to me that you are finding
fault with the pillar, my good fellow,"
said the stonecutter, and tbe little
nan nodded as if pleased to be found
>ut.
"Well, what do you think of it?
Speak out, my man," said the sculp·

the mouth and press it slightly. Tbe
action thus produced will draw the flesh
down, and in a minute or two the steam
will extract the splinter, also the inflsm-

only see others as we see I
ourselves what splendid men and women I

The Birthday.

)
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irubbtrj oj
If you need fruit tr.
or bulbous » -.ut» (or nex
do not kt. * ·· -re e!it to
season and
if you ttsd
to tne.
get them cume for
ν ^rticulsr lit
nhrubs or plants
t «now *U
ar l
nation or purpose
tell you. 1 In· cuts an
t<i get I can
k

perennial

photographs of many

depend

/that

them.
goes into
William
use
ι Wise cooks
I fell Flour and never have
I* baking failure.

sixty," replied

■ It is
more

J

re-

bread

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

too—ma1 «
than
to the sack

o ur

care1
pantry takes

r'dfiamTell

Edgings,

Stove Wood an

Flour J

For Sale by N. Dayton
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Bath Room Trimmin
H

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Towel Bar-. *'>»p

town

in
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Lbs··'·.
Shelve* for Chris.ma·.

WITH

Glane

LONGLEY.

L. M.
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cor i woo
Green gray birch
B. M. GRKELY
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R. F. D.
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South Paris

All Winter Hats reduced to

kernel.
Cats seldom lie with their feet to the
tire. Usually they lie on the left side.
Dogs lie with their fore paws to the
tire.
A mouse will ignore u food supply
sufficient for a meal and run great
risks to nibble at a wholesale supply.
It will hide at the source of food supply and not depart therefrom untJl actually disturbed. It isn't true that a
mouse runs to Its hole at the first

a

Price.

Cost

closing out my line
of Heavy Boys' Hose at
Am also

very reasonable

harmless little snake the
lead pencil and provide a
box for it in the house, visit it dally
and at the end of three months it will
crawl to you for food.
Goldfish usually swim around a globe
to the rlghf.
They can be taught to
a

a

prices.

L. C. SHILEY,

MRS.

Millinery and Fancy Goo Is,

take a fly out of the hand in six weeks'
The presence of other fish in
tine.
the globe is generally ignored by goldfish. Drop a piece of chip on the surface of the water and it will frighten

Market

fish.

more time grazing than
do cattle and horses. Sheep will eat
for twelve hours out of tweuty-four.New York World.

COMPANY.

TRUST

PARIS

Sheep spend

South Paris, Maine.

Square,

Come In

8aving.

and Get Acquainted With I

Saving produces α peace of mind tin
known to him who In time of misfortune must depend on the bounty of his
Determine to save, for will
friends.
power Is the prime essential. Deposit
regularly. Lay aside some portion of
De
each wtek'e or month's Income.
posit extra and unexpected receipts

Some time you will want

s.

some money. ii you

You may want to buy
or make some
into
business,
house,
farm, go
v:e.
at
want
the
loan
and
money
temporary
At such a time, it is a good thing to be- well
do not need any

a

now.

a

a

Interested

acquainted

at the bank.

influence with

board of bank directors, and to
known is as good as money to you.
are continually increasing, whi.

personal

A man's character and

and

favorably

She—Thla la Maud's third huaband
ind the? all bora the name of William
He—Yon don't «»ν ao! Why, tbe
woman le a regular Bill collector.

account,

Your

Yon are probably aware that pneu·
nonia always résulta from a' cold, but
pou never beard of a cold resulting in
oneumonia when Chamberlain's Congb
liemedy was used.
Why take a risk
when thla remedy may bo had for a
;rifle? For sale by all dealers.

finding

are

habits havt

a

Our depositor»
that a Itrge number of f:eo le that

never

'■·"'*

^

have ha

that it is convenient a°d

>.

Neighbor Already Has

An Account Wit·1 ts.

TRUST

COMPANY,

PARIS

SOUTH

PARIS,

MAINE

Salesman—Yon'll find these good
rearing socks, sir. Customer—Rather
ond, ain't they? "Yes, sir. But that

ceeps the feet from

going

to

sleep!"

When her child is In danger a woman
vlll risk her life to protect It. No great

ict of heroism or risk of life is necessary
ο protect a child from
Give
croup.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy aud all
is
avoided. For sale by all
langer
leal era.

C. Ε. TOLMAN & CO.,
Pythian Block,
SOUTH PARIS, me.

INSURANCE.

tJ-nt

Send for Catalogue.

brought

»t that
me for tiicrc is
nothing bett r. Above
I, keep. strong nnd mi·!'.· When the
r.stonuu-h and bowels foil in llirirfunc>i»s, the whoie system demands " L.F."
re.su It*

W. J. WHEELER & CO.
South Paris.

twood's Medicine.

nnrtUind. Me.
talcing the tixth bottle of your'L. F.'
tirood'» X'ctirlnr nvil nm
tuhrtly currd of
ote fearful tick luadachc*."
—M.J. iiilOOKS.
1,00k fi>r the hie r«l Irttcm "I.. F." on
the
bel. At ull Dealers, U cent* for η
lurgc bottle.
Writ· for liberal uapk to
4E "L. F." MEDICINE CO..
am

PortUed, M·.

COME

GREENHOUSE,

PORTIR ST.. SOUTH PARI·,
FOR YOUR

LETTUCE.

Pulp Wood Wanted.
Delivered

any station on the
rand Trunk between Berlin and
ortland. Alio White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,

(tf

«Ε·

the Mime now ne

nnedy
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BuiWing'

MACHINES.

xty ycursano. Usethe

"1

ter

SEWING

Body
nod

χ

PORTLAND,

STANDARD

Human
just

New H.

PIANOS & ORGANS.

rite

«t

Bryant*· Pond, Me.

Lot

Winter Sale

Mid

Madras Suiting, regular price ra i-2c, now
length Gingham, regular price 12 i-ac now at this Damas*·
Lot Table Damask, ALL LINEN, 57 i-ac. Please look
''H
0t
Waists, regular price $1.25 to $1.50, now
r
VV hite Shirt Waists, regular price $3.00 to $2.50, now
£
Lot
''^0
House Dresses, regular price $1.25, now
τ °!
*7
House Dresses, regular price 82.00, now
τ °i ^ar"brey
Lot
Gingham Skirts, regular price $1.00, now
'?
Job Lot Extra Fine Hamburg Edgings at
"
^*'ne Hamburg Edgings at
•°u τ*°* î^X*ra

Fancy

Lot khort

ob Lot Extra Fine Hamburg
°b Lot Extra Fine Laces at

™to

L

Edgings at

Sc tod
5c, 6c, 7c,
P"1
we
We have a few hundred yards of Bleached Cotton that
wide.
in.
toe M,e
ÏOC, and this includes Fruit of the Loom, 36

_

_

wjM

WELCH,

MERRITT

M OR WAV,

_

No

For Sale.

I AMD ALLTHBOftTANPlUNOTBOUB1

Hens scratch for food with the sud
liebind them, the reason being that the
rays reflect on the minute particles. A
hlind ben will pick grain and not miss

of

Uergeat StocU

Lid

FOR C8lS£8

Main

South Paris.

economical,

lof

fiy back to the bottom and
crawl up again. This order Is seldom
It Is
reversed- why no one knows.
on record that a tly crawled up a window pane thirty-two times, returning
each time a-wing.

cold is

albert d. park.

y
(A sack in*
need.
every baking

ill dealer·.

Brown nuts In the frosting,
Peeping from below;
φ

Shrubbery.
·.

Plf*s"rr.

Ita remarkable cure of cold·. It can always be depended upon. For sale by

in order, will give the name of a well
known country. Can you tell what it
is?

!

Cake

question in
just now.
Chamberlain'· Cough Remedy baa won
ts great reputation and immense sale by

twist her tail hard. And I know who's
had hold of her tall."
"Who?" asked Billy, snuggling down
In the hay.
"The Wreck of the Hesperus," answered Ben.

over

[Light

'top.

are

NOTICE.
Hereby (fives notice that te ui
appointed administrator of tte t-m,

Fruit Trees.

a
, eating
that "flakes
, pastry
flour
on the

king's

tn.

HERRICK, Ju-lp of Mid o*.
ADDISON
A true copy—attest
AL'iEBT D. HAI'.Z. Rut*,.
E.

of Pin,
DAVIEL W. PIPEE ate
s.
,Di ^
County of oxt nl, λ
ieom hart»,
direct
law
bond· aa the
est
tbe
against
demands
r·.:
uienent, M
ileslre<l to present tbe «aim·
ù» μ»;
arc ρ.
nil Indebted thereto
ment Immediately.
JOHN ·. HARLOW.
Feb. 14tb, I 'll.

It Will Crawl to the Top, but Will Fly
Back to the Bottom.
A Hy on a window pane will crawl

enre a

I convey real ertate
licence to «ell an
aented by Elforrent (j. Bluett, gutpllsn.

In the

THE FLY ON THE PANE.

many

Lewi· (éautlilcr laie of BuckfleM, lereawi
first ami llnal account pre*enie>l fur tllowuc*
executor.
by Peter Uauthler,
"epl°" Bert L. Traak of Peru, wsnl; petlUot

of

cried the professor.

How to

Idle of Bockleld -u.
Cyrni C. Npauldlng
ceaaed; third account pre»entwl for ilbwiiv»
trustee
In#,
Spaul
by Benjamin

The subscriber
been duly

sponse.
"So you were born in December sixty yenrs ago, eh?"
"IIow in the world did you know?"

a

ui

—bread that makes

the professor wonderingly.
'Thank you,·' was the

length of

eold

'

by 50."

ask what the result is?"
"Twelve hundred and

^'«ΙίΛοϋυJ

Albert P. «Ivrn late of Hebron, ,lt«u*i
w 11 ami pétition fur pronate thereof prwttu,!
ami Mary J Gtvca
^
by E<lwar>l K. Given
executor» th rein Darnel.

«>nmmerat..Bo»ton.M»«».

!»

notices.

see cause.

they

r. KIESE.

"Yes."
"And now," said the king, "might I

which

several angry faces in the audience
iinil tists doubled up and shaking at
them.
'••We'd better get out," whispered
Billy, aud In a Jiffy they had disappeared. It wasn't a brave thing to do.
hut they thought It the safest thing,
judging by the threatening gestures
which confronted them.
That night Billy and Ben spent
secreted in the Brown's barn planning how best to return the money
they had collected for tickets.
"I tell you." said Ben. "Cinders never
brays like that except she's made to.
and the only way to make her is to

"If you are looking for bargains,"
said th· broker, "I can sait you. I can
offer you some stocks at 10 cents a
share."
To Steam out Splinters.
"But why are they so cheap?" deWhen a splinter has been driven into
manded the lady shopper.
"You see, they have been slightly the hand it can be extracted by steaming.
Pill a wide-mouthed bottle nearly full of
water."

A

A Puzzle Pieture.
Here are a number of mysterious
looking letters which. If properly placed

the stage window. Not only one bri
did be give, but a continuous perfora
Thi
ance with deafening rapidity.
audience screamed and covered Its
'
ears.
Billy and Ben looked ready to
faint, and then tbey caught sight of

and remember that

ΚΤΛ->£"*
;i».p.»>w..>»«,udI3SÎS

"Add 115."

alarm.
Find

e»et

Wanted.

Farm

"Subtract 365."
"Yes."

to the

female

medicine

the t*«

Interesting
Think of the
In mental arithmetic.
birth."
number of the month of your
Now, the professor was sixty years
before
old and had been bom two days
Christmas, so he thought of twelve,
December being the twelfth month.
"Yes," said the professor.
the
"Multiply It by 2," continued
king.
"Yes."
"Add 5."
"Yes," answered the professor, doing

request.

"

Neither Billy nor Ben heard the window at the back of the small stage
open, nor did tbey notice α bead protruding through it into the room unti
tbe audience craned tlieir necks to se«
Then as tbey turned a deafening nol··
greeted them. It was tbe earsplittln.
braying of Butts Carleton's old donke\
Cinders, whose head was framed li-

Friends.

hot water, plaoe the injured part

of lieutenant.
"11 .vmi .say two words," answered
the monarch, hair In jest and half in
earnest. "I'll have you hauged."
"Slgu." replied the soldier.
The inonan !>. surprised at his presence of mind, immediately granted his

and we are saved."
Billy heard the steps, too, and, turning to the audieuce. he said:
"Miss Angeliue Cunningham Cour-

is an every day garment, and
not one intended only for high days and
holidays. To sum it up in one sentence,
preserve the courtesy of tbe beginning
to keep your friendship to tbe end.

damaged by

An Anecdote.
"Sire, one word." said η soldier one
dny lu Kin* Frederick the Groat when
presenting to Id in a request of a brevet

why."
"Hist!" cried Ben to Billy. "I hear
Angle's footsteps now. She is coming,

If you want to keep a friend do not
get too intimate with ber. Have your
thoughts, and permit her to have
hers. Do not demand too much of ber
in the way of oonfldenoe, and do not be
too aggressive, wanting to know why
sbo does not do the same thing as you
do. If you think your friend's style of
dress is not beantlful, do not tell her.
You only offend her, beoausedeep in her
heart she is.convlnced that she knows a
great deal more about it than you do.
Do not find fault with your friend's
friend, and do not expect to be the only
one owning a oorner in her heart.
Be
as considerate of her feelings as If she

poMteness

dealers.

all our shops aud stores.

else, boys, or we'll know the reason

own

common
most
and anxiety, are the
Correct
of stomach troubles.
your habits and take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets and you will were
For sale by all
soon be well again.

—

caused

Mats, Mirrors
Work

Senator Money of Mississippi asked an
old colored man what breed of chickens
be considered the best and he replied:
ΆΙ kin's has merits. De white ones is
de easiest to find, but the black ones is
the easiest to hide after you gits 'em."

A LOW PRICE

and Pictures,

High Grade Portrait

who use atom'z»rs have caused us to
put up Liquid Cream Balm, the onlv
remedv for Catarrh which caD always be
depended on. In power to allay inflammation, to cleanse the clogged air-passages, to promote free, natural breathing, the two forms of Cream Balm are
alike. Liquid Cream Balm is sold by
all druggists for 75 cents, including
spraying tube. Mailed by Ely Bros., 56
Warren St.-eet, New York.

Λ handsomely Illustrated weekly, bargert dir.
culation of any ecientiflc lournaL Term·, 93 a
rear : four month», $L Sold by all newidealere.

Men Wanted.

Mouldings stJ.

Many requests from Catarrh sufferers

Scientific American.

Be a Chauffeur or
Automobile Engineer.

&

<ie.
Xo. 1242.—Chnrades: 1. In. sect. In·
•pet. 2. T.yo <llo>. sense, license.

A η »one lending a
.«ulckly ascertain our opinion free
intention is probably patentable. Communie»·
ιι,,ιιβ strictly c redential. HANDBOOK onPaUnte
«ont free. Oldest agency for Mcanac patents.
1'atenta taken through Munn Λ Co. reoelte
<i*ciai notice, without charge, la th·

South Paris, Maine.

Jfly

|«,

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description may
whether as

W. 0. FROTHINGHAM'S,

ran.
ranch; eat, cheat; pin,
pinch; pit, pitch; tor. torch; tea, teach;
I fin, finch; ink. chink; per, perch; pun,
I punch; that, thatch; lea. leach; bun,
bunch; wren, wrench: Ben, bench;
arm. charm; win, winch; in, inch.
No. 1239.—Different Kinds of Fish:
Star, cod, rock, sun, herring, white,

black.
No. 1240.—Biblical Acrostic: Simon
Cross Words: 1. Simon; 2,
Peter.
Isaac; 3, Moses: 4. Omega; 5, Naomi;
Peter; 7, Eilas; 8. Titus; 0, Esther;
10, Itoman.
No. 1241.—Pictured Word: L-eea, El-

I RADE HI»"»»

BLANKETS at

(

YEARS'

Patents

HORSES

son).
No. 123S.—Fit, fitch; ant, chant; hat,

[chair;

EXPERIENCE

YOUR

Key to Puzziedom.
No.
1237.—Hidden Nicknames of
Presidents: "The Itatl Splitter" (Linroln>. "Old Hickory" fJuckson). "TipThree
'Old
pecanoe" (Harrison).
Stars" (Grant*.
"Long Tom" (JefTep·

There hatch; amlter, chaml»en lee, leech: air,

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.
60

points.

4. Ethel made delicious tea for her
guests.
5. Just then u bee chose to dine from
the very blossom I wanted.
Answer: 1. Palm. 2. Cedar. 3. Maple. 4. Elm. $. Beech.

"Of course," said a mother, "I understand that if a child is hungry all the
time, it is reasonable to suppose that be
would steal to satisfy his hunger, but I
confess I fail to see the connection between diet and morals.1'
This mother was talking with her
physician about her daughter, a subject
they had often discussed.
Agues, though a very small person,
was a big problem to solve, chiefly because her parents failed to appreciate
the doctor's alertions. The underlying
principle which seemed to actuate all the
child's conduct was a fixed idea to have
her own way, and apparently she gained
her point every time. She ate just what
she wanted ai times best suited to her
own convenience without the least regard fur the wishes of others. Sbe
of sittlDg through a
uever approve-d
meal, or of coming to the table even,
unless there was nothing else she wished
to do first.
She bad an inordinate desire for sweets, and seemingly plenty of
money to gratify her taste.
The poor little girl was nervous, hysterical, and anaemic. She bad headaches
and indigestion most of tbe time, and to
expect a child in this condition to be
obedient was asking a good deal, particularly when she knew that at
home no one could or would make her
the
mind. Several other children in
same school were cumplained of for
work
listlessness, inattention, and poor
generally. In every case it was fouud
that these children
were consuming
quantities of candy.
Mary had dark rings under ber eyes,
she was nervous, restless, a poor scholar,
and a "cry-baby."
The teacher investigated the home
conditions, and found that tbe child was
an
inveterate tea-drinker, and a very
When tbe mother was
poor sleeper.
interviewed, she acknowledged that she
all
the
tea she wanted, because,
ber
gave
ehe said, her daughter had such a "delicate appetite," and she craved tea.
Children, even very small ones, are
quite capable of displaying pronounced
likes and dislikes regarding their diet,
and only too often they carry out their
ideas. Because a child llkee tea, ooffee,
and highly eeasoned food is not a sensible reason why he should have them;
indeed, there are imperative reasons why
be should not.
Sweets in moderation are not necessarily harmful. If wisely given, they
may be very beneficial, but unless children are carefully watched tbe habit of
taking an injurious quantity is easily
formed, and works endless barm.—Dr.
Λ. B. Nowton in Harper's.

has

time.
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do it. At last a bright Idea struck him,
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girl the polite way to hand a cup without directly rebuking her. and many
were the hours be spent In cudgeling
bis brain for some way In which to
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king,
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<■ who amused
haired
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gray
He told the monthe king greatly.
arch a number of things that be never
wus deknew before, and the king
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when
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nev"Why," retorted the king, "from
The month of
er was he more mistaken, for the poor, your answer—1,260.
each
and the
Ignorant girl took a handle In
your birth was the twelfth,
hand and for the secoud time offered last two figures give your age."
"Ha. ha, ha!" laughed the professor.
her liege lord nothing but the side of
"Capital idea. I'll try it on the next
the cup.
such a polite way
The king rode away deeply perplex- person I meet. It's
out people's ages."
ed. lie was still resolved to teach the of finding

prosperity,
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wjse king who
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and was continuully asking questions.
curIndeed, hie thirst for knowledge
t<.
ried him bo far that he wanted
There was once a

ness.
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way.

The king said nothing, thanked the
girl, a lid lie and his band soon found
their way out of the woods.
But when he reached his palace he
deter ni Imcl to reward the girl for giving him the water and at the same
time to teach her a lesson In polite-
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lighted. But finally it came
where the ruler wanted to know
point
so he thought
ly upon the door.
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age of the professor,
A young girl answered bis knock
of a mathematical problem.
the
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right
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and soon showed
an
"Ahem!" said the king. "I have
path. The king wus about to go when
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